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Porsche Lifestyle is fascination Porsche that extends beyond the open 
road. Because the wide range of products creates numerous opportunities 
to elevate your own sports car passion to your Porsche Lifestyle.

For example, with the diverse fashion collections that combine sporty cuts 
and ingenious designs with the flair of Porsche legends. With charming 
accessories for home and office, with high-tech sports equipment for 
reaching your personal best, or with model vehicles that are identical to 
the cars they are based on, right down to the smallest detail.

Whether it’s a limited-edition collector’s item or an extraordinary designer 
piece – every Porsche Lifestyle product not only meets the highest 
standards in terms of technology, materials and workmanship, but is also 
infused with palpable sports car passion.

Porsche Lifestyle
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Times change, but the Porsche 911 has 
remained timeless and modern since 1963 – 
a true classic. The 60Y Porsche 911 collection, 
which was designed for the occasion of the 
60th anniversary of the legendary sports car, is 
visually based on the design of the new 911 S/T 
and reflects the style of the 1960s.

Like the classic car, it unites sporty elegance, 
simple details, and premium materials to create 
a modern, timeless look. From exclusive leather 
jackets with knitted inserts, to stylish polo shirts, 
key rings and thermal mugs in car colours, and 
exclusive collection cups in the anniversary 
design and many further items. The high quality 
finish and the subtle design details make each 
item a modern eye-catcher.

60Y Porsche 911 
Collection

911 S/T: Fuel consumption combined: 11.8 l/100 km 
(WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 313 g/km (WLTP); 
Status 10/2023



6 60Y Porsche 911 Collection

Sunglasses P´8966 – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The 60Y 911 Edition was designed to celebrate the 60th 
anniversary of the Porsche 911. The design of this 
high-quality model of the Flowing Titanium series was 
inspired by the unique silhouette of the Porsche 911. The 
perfectly three-dimensional The 60Y 911 Edition was 
designed to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Porsche 
911. The design of this high-quality model of the Flowing 
Titanium series was inspired by the unique silhouette of the 
Porsche 911. The perfectly three-dimensional temples cre-
ate an interplay of light and shadow. The frame is made of 
100% titanium.

WAP0789660RF61

New New

Jacket – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The straight-cut jacket truly embodies this timelessness. It scores particularly well with subtle design details such as the 
embroidered Porsche lettering on the left breast, the small 60Y 911 rivet on the back below the collar and the seam pockets 
with press studs. The branded, Black press studs set a chic tone. High-quality details such as the stand-up collar that can be 
folded down and knitted cuffs with a custom-made pattern emphasise the sporty, elegant character of the jacket. For a clean 
look, the front zip is covered by the button placket, which has custom-made tape on the inside. The lined jacket inner with 
two pockets ensures optimum wearing comfort and features a large 60Y 911 print and a 911 image print on the right.

WAP412XXX0R60Y
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New

Leather jacket – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection – Limited Edition
Times change, but the Porsche 911 has remained timeless and modern since 1963 – a true classic. Designed to mark the 
60th anniversary of the legendary sports car, the 60Y Porsche 911 collection combines sporty elegance, simple details and 
high-quality materials in a modern, timeless look – echoing the classic car. Limited to 1,963 units, the leather jacket reflects 
the timeless style of the 911. High-quality details such as the side pockets with concealed press studs, the zip fastener at the 
front concealed by a button placket and the high-quality knitted inserts – inspired by the seat cover of the anniversary vehi-
cle – on the stand-up collar, hem and sleeve hems emphasise its exclusive character. Other fine design elements include the 
crest badge on the right sleeve and the embroidered Porsche lettering on the left breast. The Black inner lining of the leather 
jacket features a tonal 60Y 911 print and a story label.

WAP414XXX0R60Y
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New

Women’s leather jacket – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection – Limited Edition
Times change, but the Porsche 911 has remained timeless and modern since 1963 – a true classic. Designed to mark the 
60th anniversary of the legendary sports car, the 60Y Porsche 911 collection combines sporty elegance, simple details and 
high-quality materials in a modern, timeless look – echoing the classic car. Limited to 911 units, the leather jacket reflects 
the timeless coolness of the 911. It catches the eye with its slightly shorter fit and the knitted insert on the back hem, which 
gives it a stylish, light blouson shape. The adjustable sleeve hem with hidden press studs also ensures a perfect fit and maxi-
mum wearing comfort. High-quality details such as the side pockets with concealed press studs, the zip fastener at the front 
concealed by a button placket and the high-quality knitted inserts – inspired by the seat cover of the anniversary vehicle – 
on the turn-down collar emphasise its exclusive character. Other fine design elements include the crest badge on the right 
sleeve and the embroidered Porsche lettering on the back, below the collar. The Black inner lining features a large 60Y 911 
print and a story label.

WAP413XXX0R60Y

New

60Y Porsche 911 Collection



960Y Porsche 911 Collection

Women’s polo shirt – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The stylish polo shirt with a button placket and turn-down 
collar guarantees optimum wearing comfort thanks to 
its tailored fit. The small 60Y 911 logo pin on the hem 
complements the simple design of the modern shirt.

WAP411XXX0R60Y

Polo shirt – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The stylish terry polo shirt with a button placket offers 
maximum comfort. The turn-down collar and sleeve hem 
are elaborately knitted in a custom-made pattern. The tonal 
knitted details are a visual highlight that give the sporty 
shirt an elegant touch. The Porsche embroidery on the left 
breast is another fine detail of the understated piece.

WAP410XXX0R60Y 

New New
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Unisex knitted sweater – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The exclusive knitted sweater with integrated hood is 
comfortable and casual with a regular fit. High-quality 
materials ensure a comfortable feel. The loop label with 
Porsche lettering and the small metal pin with the 60Y 911 
logo on the hem complement the clean look of the hoodie 
with subtle design details.

WAP416XXX0R60Y

Unisex T-shirt – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The stylish T-shirt with a wide collar is made of high-quality 
cotton and is particularly robust and comfortable to wear 
thanks to its strong fabric. The regular fit also ensures a 
casual, comfortable fit. The 911 image print on the front and 
the tonal 60Y 911 logo print on the back make the T-shirt a 
clean yet cool eye-catcher. 

WAP415XXX0R60Y

New New

Unisex cap – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
The stylish five-panel cap with exclusive design perfectly 
complements any casual outfit. The peak of the high-quality 
hat is adorned with a printed pattern inspired by the seat 
pattern of the Porsche 911. The subtle design details include 
a closure buckle with Porsche embossing and closure strap 
at the back of the head matching the peak. A small 60Y 911 
logo pin is placed on the lower left side of the strap.

WAP4100010R60Y

New
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RECARO x Porsche Gaming Chair in Pepita 
Houndstooth – Limited Edition – 60Y Porsche 911 
Collection
Exclusive Porsche gaming chair in collaboration with RECARO. 
For comfortable seat performance – whether for gaming or 
working at home. Gaming chair in elegant Pepita houndstooth 
look. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. Made in Germany. 
 Limited edition.

WAP0500500RGCP

Computer mouse – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
Brings design to the desk: the wireless mouse in the 60th 
anniversary design of the Porsche 911. A special detail is the 
tail light strip taken from the car, which lights up when the 
mouse is used. The ergonomically optimised shape counter-
acts poor posture at the desk and thus ensures comfortable 
working in the long term.

WAP0508140R060

New New
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Carrera lettering – Limited Edition – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
Create an astounding atmosphere with the illuminated lettering in the original design of the 
Carrera lettering. The original PORSCHE lettering that is included can also be attached as 
desired and perfectly complements the luminous look. The illuminated lettering is a highlight 
and eye-catcher that looks cool and elegant at the same time and immediately enhances the 
atmosphere of any room. Features a high-quality, UV-resistant acrylic mount plate and fabric- 
coated cable. Limited to 911 units. Made in Germany.

WAP0505400RCLS

911 Speaker 2.0 60Y 911 – Limited Edition – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
Exclusive high-end Bluetooth speaker offers impressive sound in an elegant design. Featuring 
Qualcomm® aptX™ HD as well as in-room wireless and NFC technology. Battery life of up to 
16 hours. Including transport case. Limited to 1,963 units.

WAP0502210R60Y

New New
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Collector’s espresso cup no. 5 – Limited Edition – 
60Y Porsche 911 Collection
Gets the heart racing off the track too: the espresso cup no. 
5 for collectors in the exclusive Porsche 911 anniversary 
design. The high-quality porcelain cup is produced in a cli-
mate-neutral manner. The gift packaging also makes it a 
perfect gift for all Porsche fans. Limited to 10,000 units.

WAP0500020R0EC

Collector’s cup no. 5 – Limited Edition – 
60Y Porsche 911 Collection
For collectors and connoisseurs: the collector’s cup no. 5 
in the exclusive Porsche 911 anniversary design. The 
high-quality porcelain cup is produced in a climate-neutral 
manner. The gift packaging also makes it a perfect gift for 
all Porsche fans. Limited to 12,000 units.

WAP0500010R0CP

New New

Thermal travel mug – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
High-quality Porsche thermal travel mug. 
Capacity: approx. 460 ml.

WAP0506230RTHB

New
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Crest key ring – 60Y Porsche 911 Collection
High-quality key ring made from genuine leather with the 
unmistakable Porsche crest. Made in Germany.

WAP0500400RSAS

Steiff x Porsche Teddy Bear – 60Y Porsche 911 
 Collection – Limited Edition
The cuddly teddy bear is wearing a T-shirt with the anniver-
sary vehicle’s lollipop and a cap with a high-quality print 
inspired by the seat pattern on the car. A high-quality 
embroidery of the lollipop also adorns the sole of the teddy’s 
foot. Limited to 1,911 units, the bear has a mark on its neck 
with the 60Y 911 logo.

WAP0400060RSTB

New New



The first iPhone; human robots by Boston 
Dynamics; the unseen images created by the 
latest AI software. There are moments in time, 
where we can feel that technology is advancing. 
Porsche’s introduction of a new, fully-electric 
concept car, is one of these moments – mani-
fested with its claim “The Call of Tomorrow”. 

Porsche unveiled the Mission X. A visionary look 
into the future of the hypercar and a consistent 
commitment to the brand: it combines motorsport
DNA with an innovative look to the future, reinter-
preting typical Porsche elements. The goal of 
claiming the highest level of performance remains
unchanged: The Mission X is our vision of the 
fastest road-legal vehicle on the Nürburgring-
Nordschleife.

Porsche Lifestyle is launching a collection of 
products with the innovative design of the 
Mission X. Made by dreamers. For dreamers. 

Mission X. 
The Call of Tomorrow. 



16 Mission X. The Call of Tomorrow. 

T-shirt – 75Y – Mission X hypercar
Timeless and futuristic at the same time: the high-quality T-shirt combines a clean design 
with a sketch of the spectacular Porsche Mission X hypercar. The elaborate screen print on 
the chest is a real eye-catcher and makes the shirt a must-have for all sports car fans. With 
elegant striped taping at the neck in the 75Y anniversary colours.

WAP155XXX0P75J

Gallery print no. 1 – Mission X hypercar – Limited Edition
The innovative design of the Mission X hypercar is given the ideal setting in this gallery print. 
On high-end Hahnemühle paper, the fine art digital print features high quality colour, 
contrast and durability. It looks good on any wall with its high-quality passe-partout with 
embossed Porsche logo, museum glass and an elegant removable frame. Limited edition 
with handwritten numbering and signature of Porsche chief designer Michael Mauer.

WAP0505020RKDG

New New



17 Mission X. The Call of Tomorrow. 

Cup – 75Y – Mission X hypercar – Limited Edition
Racing of the future meets beverage enjoyment: the high-quality porcelain cup impresses 
with its stylish Silver-Metallic look with an engraved sketch and lettering of the spectacular 
Mission X hypercar. And with its climate-neutral production, it also scores with responsible 
connoisseurs. The high-quality packaging also makes the limited-edition cup an ideal gift for 
all Porsche fans.

WAP0501750R75Y

Sculpture – 75Y – Mission X hypercar – Limited Edition
From the future right onto your shelf: the exclusive sculpture showcases the sleek and futur-
istic silhouette of the Mission X hypercar. It’s a work of art in a colour true to the original 
model with a slanted base and model lettering. The high-quality packaging also makes the 
limited-edition sculpture an ideal gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0210010R75Y

New New



It’s that time of the year when everyone goes 
out of their way to fulfil the dreams of their 
loved ones. With this year’s Christmas product 
range, we want to help you find the right gift for 
your family and friends. We’ve curated products 
for you that entail one of the most beautiful 
gifts of all: spending time together. Whether it’s 
adventures in the snow, cosy evenings at home 
or trips into the countryside – create unforget-
table moments with our Porsche gift ideas.

Make dreams come true. 



19 Christmas Collection

Unisex knitted pullover – Christmas
This high-quality unisex knitted pullover from Porsche’s 
Essential Collection is sure to generate Christmas cheer. The 
comfortable pullover features an elaborate Christmas motif 
knitted on the front, back and sleeves. The Porsche 
Christmas badge is sewn on the front.

WAP79300L0RESS

Unisex jumpsuit – Christmas 
Keep cosy, warm and comfortable despite the cold temper-
atures this winter in this festive Porsche unisex jumpsuit. 
High-quality Christmas prints adorn the front of the jump-
suit, which can be easily put on with a zip on the front. The 
attached hood is not only a visual design highlight, it also 
keeps your head nice and warm when needed. Cuffs on the 
hem and sleeves ensure a perfect fit.

WAP79100L0RESS

Kids jumpsuit – Christmas
Cosy, warm Porsche jumpsuit for kids from the Essential 
Collection. With a high-quality Christmas print and a 
Porsche Christmas badge sewn on the front. The zip on the 
centre front makes it easy to slip on – cuffs on the hem and 
sleeves ensure a perfect fit. The attached hood with con-
trasting lining is a visual design detail.

WAP7921460RESS

New New New



20 Christmas Collection

Set of 3 pairs of socks – Christmas
A fashion statement for your feet: Porsche socks in 3 colours 
from the Essential Collection. With Christmas motif and 
embroidered Porsche logo. In beautiful, sustainable gift 
packaging.

WAP794XXX0RESS

Collector’s Cup No. 2 – Christmas
For collectors and connoisseurs: the Collector’s Cup No. 2 in 
an exclusive Christmas design. The high-quality porcelain 
cup is produced in a climate-neutral manner. The gift pack-
aging also makes it a perfect gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0500040RCLC

Collector’s Espresso Cup No. 2 – Christmas
For collectors and connoisseurs: the Collector’s Espresso 
Cup No. 2 is a must-have in this special Christmas design. 
‘Small, but powerful‘ doesn‘t just apply to the design: with 
its climate-neutral production, the espresso cup also scores 
points with responsible connoisseurs. The gift packaging 
also makes it a perfect gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0500030RESC

New New New



21 Christmas Collection

Christmas tree decorations, 
Collector’s Edition No. 5 – Christmas
Designer fashion for your Christmas tree: each Porsche 
Christmas tree decoration in the shape of the Porsche 911 
Dakar with skis is unique and painted and decorated by hand. 
In festive gift packaging. Made in Europe.

WAP0500060RWBS

Christmas tree decorations, 
Collector’s Edition No. 6 – Christmas
Designer fashion for your Christmas tree: each Porsche 
Christmas tree decoration in the shape of the Porsche 911 
Dakar with skis is unique and painted and decorated by hand. 
In festive gift packaging. Made in Europe. 

WAP0500070RWBS

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) with skis 
– Christmas – Limited Edition
The exclusive, limited-edition 1:43 scale model of the 
Porsche 911 Dakar (992) Christmas edition with skis 
showcases impressive attention to detail and deserves its 
place in any collection. The gift packaging also makes it a 
perfect Christmas gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0200040RSKI

New New New
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Canvas Bag – Christmas 
The perfect companion for Christmas shopping: the canvas 
bag from Porsche’s Essential Collection features a 
high-quality Christmas print on the front. There’s space for a 
mobile phone or wallet in the practical inner pocket, and the 
cotton bag closes easily with the zip.

WAP0357900RESS

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) with 
Christmas tree – Christmas – Limited Edition
The exclusive, limited-edition 1:43 scale model of the 
Porsche 911 Dakar (992) Christmas edition with Christmas 
tree showcases impressive attention to detail and deserves 
its place in any collection. The gift packaging also makes it a 
perfect Christmas gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0200020RXMS

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) with 
Christmas tree – Christmas – Limited Edition
The exclusive, limited-edition 1:43 scale model of the 
Porsche 911 Dakar (992) Christmas edition with Christmas 
tree showcases impressive attention to detail and deserves 
its place in any collection. The gift packaging also makes it a 
perfect Christmas gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0200010RXMS

New New New



To celebrate Porsche’s 75th anniversary and our 
eventful past, Porsche Lifestyle presents a 
collection for people who are driven by dreams. 
Applying the same consideration and attention 
to detail that we devote to our cars, we make 
every item that bears the Porsche name an 
emblem of our ethos. These products are built 
to accompany dreamers surpassing their 
challenge. And their colours stand for our spirit. 
“Made by dreamers, for dreamers.”

75 Years Porsche
Sports Cars Collection
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T-shirt – 75 Years Porsche Sports Cars Collection
The unique anniversary collection honours the birth of the brand in 1948, marking the date when the first Porsche sports car 
received its general operating licence on 8 June, 1948. The ‘75’ adorns the front and back of the ‘75Y’ T-shirt made of soft 
cotton, on the front as a small screen print, on the back as a large, complex 3D print including the years. The ‘PORSCHE’ 
lettering appears below the number on the front and back. A small striped band on the neck in the anniversary colours rounds 
off the detailed design.

WAP1300XS-3XL0P75Y 

Polo-shirt – 75 Years Porsche Sports Cars Collection
The unique anniversary collection honours the birth of the 
brand in 1948, marking the date when the first Porsche 
sports car received its general operating licence on 8 June, 
1948. A large ‘75’ including embroidered years features on 
the back of the ‘75Y’ polo shirt. ‘PORSCHE’ lettering is also 
embroidered below the number and on the chest. Small 
details in the anniversary colours - a striped band on the 
neck and closure and the two-tone button thread - round 
off the design. 

WAP1310XS-3XL0P75Y
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Cup – 75 Years Porsche Sports Cars Collection
Exclusive 75 Years Porsche cup with anniversary logo. 
Capacity approx. 420 ml. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. 

WAP0500050R75Y

Five-panel unisex cap – 75 Years Porsche Sports Cars Collection
The unique anniversary collection honours the birth of the brand in 1948, marking the date when the first Porsche sports car 
received its general operating licence on 8 June, 1948. The white ‘75Y’ cap with the anniversary logo on the front is a real 
eye-catcher. The ‘75’ 3D print is rubberised and the ‘PORSCHE’ lettering is embroidered in the finest quality. The buckle closure 
also features the ‘PORSCHE’ lettering. Embroidered stripes on the strap and the accented sandwich peak – both in the anni-
versary colours – round off the design. A sweatband inside the cap guarantees a high level of comfort, free from irritation.

WAP1300010P75Y
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Porsche Poster Set – 75 Years Porsche Sports Cars Collection – Driven by Dreams
Life is colourful. Porsche always has been, too. Whether in standard paintwork or as a special request, sports cars from Zuffenhausen bring colour to life – now more than ever, because the 
colours that defined decades past are available once again with the Paint to Sample program. From Ferry Porsche’s favourite colour, Irish Green, to iconic 90s colours like Mint Green and 
Rubystar, to Lava Orange, the feisty colour of the GT3 RS from the 991 generation. The current models are bringing the past 75 years back to life, which is why this strictly limited and num-
bered series of posters is being released for company’s anniversary, in cooperation with the creative people at ramp. Printed in high quality with an exclusive finish, this colour theory brings 
typical Porsche dynamics into every home.

WAP0504700R75Y



The Carrera RS 3.8 has long been a legend – 
the exclusive Transformers x Porsche collection 
will soon delight fans just as much: modern 
cuts, stylish, bold prints and a lot of attention 
to detail characterise the brand new items. 
Transformers and Porsche enthusiasts alike can 
look forward to a T-shirt and jumper in trendy, 
oversized look, a baseball cap and, of course, a 
Mirage model car.

Stay tuned: keep an eye on the Porsche channels 
from website to social media to discover the 
exclusive collection in detail, secure your 
favourite pieces and watch Transformers: 
Rise of the Beasts in matching style.

Transformers: Rise of 
the Beasts x Porsche

©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro.
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New New New

Crest key ring – Transformers: 
Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Key ring made from genuine leather with the unmistakable 
Porsche crest and Tranformers Autobot icon.

WAP0503670RTRF

Unisex T-shirt – Transformers: 
Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Stylish Transformers T-shirt with the ‘Mirage’ 
Porsche Autobot.

WAP677XXX0RESS 

Travel mug – Transformers: 
Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Leak-proof Porsche travel mug with Transformers design. 
Capacity: approx. 460 ml.

WAP0504040RTRF 
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©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro. ©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro.

Sweatshirt – Transformers: Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Porsche meets Transformers: two legends unite in this exclusive collection. A trendy, oversized 
sweatshirt with a large Transformers print on the back and the ‘PORSCHE’ logo above it. The 
front of the sweatshirt is adorned with the collection logo, consisting of the Porsche crest and 
the Autobot icon. Comfort is guaranteed with this soft, heavy organic cotton. The sweatshirt 
comes in an exclusive, high-quality box, which also makes it a perfect gift for Porsche and 
Transformers fans alike.

 WAP6760XS-3XL0PESS

T-shirt – Transformers: Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Porsche meets Transformers: two legends unite in this exclusive collection. A trendy, over-
sized T-shirt with dropped shoulders, a wide double-stitched collar and a large Transformers 
print on the back, with the ‘PORSCHE’ logo above the print. The front of the shirt is adorned 
with the collection logo, consisting of the Porsche crest and the Autobot icon. Comfort is 
guaranteed with this soft, heavy organic cotton. The T-shirt comes in an exclusive, 
high-quality box, which also makes it a perfect gift for Porsche and Transformers fans alike. 

WAP6750XS-3XL0PESS 
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©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro. ©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro. ©2023 Par. Pics. TM Hasbro.

Cap – Transformers: Rise of the Beasts x Porsche
Porsche meets Transformers: two legends united in this exclusive collection. The stylish five-panel cap has an elaborate design: the front is completely adorned with a large Transformers print, the 
front panel has a 3D Autobot icon in a contrasting colour and the peak has the ‘PORSCHE’ logo, which is also in 3D. The sides and back of the cap are made of mesh. The FLEXFIT® band on the 
inside of the cap ensures maximum comfort.

WAP6700030PESS



Do you also remember the grand overall victory 
at Le Mans as if the award ceremony had only 
been yesterday? It’s been 25 years and it’s high 
time to celebrate it again. To mark the anniver-
sary, we are launching the GT1 ‘98 Collection.

We remember the distinctive red foiled rear 
view mirrors and the white racing livery with 
blue and red accents - the products in the 
GT1 ‘98 Collection pick up on this iconic design 
of the 911 GT1 ‘98.

From limited-edition glasses and a true-to-the-
original bonnet for the garage wall to the classic 
grill badge: this collection will thrill true motor-
sport fans just as much as the legendary victory 
did back then.

GT1 ’98 Collection
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911 bonnet – GT1 ‘98 Collection
A piece of Porsche history for your home: the bonnet in the 
design of the Porsche 911 GT1, which took the overall victory 
in Le Mans in 1998, is both an impressive decorative object 
and a magnet board. The ‘PORSCHE’ logo, the starting num-
ber 26 and the Porsche crest complete its authentic, stylish 
design.

WAP0503070RHBE

Barrel seat – GT1 ‘98 Collection
Take a seat – and feel the race track: a real oil drum becomes a unique piece of furniture for all racing, Porsche and design 
fans. The high-quality film wrapping based on the GT1 design is waterproof and weatherproof, making the barrel suitable for 
both indoor and outdoor use. The upholstered seat guarantees typical Porsche comfort everywhere.

WAP0501050RSFS
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Grill badge – GT1 ‘98 Collection 
Lifestyle accessory with racing spirit: the exclusive grill badge is a tribute to the Porsche 911 GT1, which took the overall 
victory in the 1998 24 Hours of Le Mans. The packaging is a special highlight, and not only makes the badge the perfect 
gift, but can also be used as a presenter – ideal for all passionate collectors. The design comes from Studio F. A. Porsche. 
Limited to 911 units. Product does not include mounting hardware for attachment to the vehicle.

WAP0508120RGBD
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Collector’s Espresso Cup No. 4 – GT1 ‘98 Collection
High-quality Porsche espresso cup in the design of the 
911 GT1 from 1998. Capacity: approx. 90 ml.

WAP0506900RESP

Collector’s Cup No. 4 – GT1 ‘98 Collection
High-quality Porsche cup in the design of the 911 GT1 
from 1998. Capacity: approx. 500 ml. 

WAP0506800RCUP
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Thermos cup – GT1 ‘98 Collection
High-quality Porsche thermos cup in the design of the 
911 GT1 from 1998. Capacity: approx. 460 ml.

WAP0506180RTHB

Set of 2 long drink glasses – GT1 ‘98 Collection
Two Porsche long drink glasses in the design of the 911 GT1 
from 1998. Capacity: approx. 450 ml.

WAP0505040RLDR



The comeback of the year is imminent: the 
Team Porsche Penske Motorsport is on the 
starting line of the world’s biggest endurance 
series. The vehicle: the Porsche 963. The thrill: 
tangible, right into your showroom.

For the start of the new season, we are putting 
new pieces of the fan collection in the race. 
They show the approximately 680-PS Porsche 
963 in the typical Porsche motorsport colours 
of White, Red and Black, and are guaranteed 
to send the hearts of true fans racing.

Porsche Penske 
Motorsport Collection
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Unisex Gilet – Porsche Penske Motorsport Collection
The gilet from the exclusive Porsche Penske Motorsport collection gives you the team spirit 
feeling even away from the racetrack. Showing your colours has never been so comfortable 
and stylish. With its casual regular fit, quilted inside lining and light padding, it is perfect for 
transition seasons or layered sporty looks. The Porsche Penske Motorsport logo printed on 
the chest and the red stripe print on the back make the gilet a must-have for motorsport fans. 
The gilet can be closed with a zip at the front, and it has an inside pocket as well as side pock-
ets with a zip on the outside. 

WAP1930XS-3XL0RPMS

Unisex Cap – Porsche Penske Motorsport Collection
The 5 panel cap from the exclusive Porsche Penske Motorsport collection gives you the 
team spirit feeling even away from the racetrack. Showing your colours has never been 
so comfortable and stylish. The stripes and sponsor print on the side and the Porsche logo 
on the back make the cap a must-have for motorsport fans. The buckle closure at the back 
makes it extremely easy to put on, take off and adjust. 

WAP1900010RPMS
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Unisex T-shirt – Porsche Penske Motorsport Collection
The T-shirt from the exclusive Porsche Penske Motorsport collection gives you the team spirit feeling even away from the 
racetrack. Showing your colours has never been so comfortable and stylish. The casual shirt with a regular fit and crew neck 
is based on the original Porsche Motorsport team clothing. This is highlighted by the Porsche Motorsport signet on the chest, 
the sponsor print on the sleeve and the Porsche 963 print with dynamic red lines on the back. All this makes the T-shirt a 
must-have for motorsport fans.

WAP1910XS-3XL0RPMS

Barrel seat – Porsche Penske Motorsport Collection
Take a seat – and feel the race track: a real oil drum 
becomes a unique piece of furniture for all racing, Porsche 
and design fans. The high-quality film wrapping based 
on the design of the Porsche 963 from Porsche Penske 
Motorsport is waterproof and weatherproof, making the 
barrel suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The uphol-
stered seat guarantees typical Porsche comfort everywhere.

WAP0501080RLMD
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Unisex T-Shirt – Porsche Penske 
Motorsport Collection
The T-shirt from the exclusive Porsche Penske Motorsport 
collection gives you the team spirit feeling even away from 
the racetrack. Showing your colours has never been so com-
fortable and stylish. Its casual regular fit with crew neck, the 
Porsche Penske Motorsport logo on the chest and the 
Porsche 963 print with dynamic red lines on the back make 
the T-shirt a must-have for motorsport fans.

WAP1920XS-3XL0PPMS
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Unisex Jumper – Porsche Penske 
Motorsport Collection
The long-sleeved jumper from the exclusive Porsche Penske 
Motorsport collection gives you the team spirit feeling even 
away from the racetrack. Showing your colours has never 
been so comfortable and stylish. Its casual regular fit with 
cuffs, crew neck, the Porsche Penske Motorsport logo on 
the chest and the Porsche 963 print with dynamic red lines, 
make the jumper a must-have for motorsport fans.

WAP1900XS-3XL0PPMS 



Seconds not only count on the race track or 
the open road – but also when playing your 
own favourite sport. Ably assisted by the new 
Sports Collection as your perfect training 
partner – whether on the golf course, running 
track, in the gym or at home. 

With a sporty design, modern materials, 
practical features and intelligent, 
performance-oriented cuts. For personal 
bests that not only make you feel good, 
but also look good.

Sports Collection
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PORSCHE | HEAD 8 Series Rally Skis
Power and a luxurious experience – the name says it all: PORSCHE | HEAD 8 Series Rally Skis. Their rally-inspired design with 
a World Cup sandwich lay up, full wood core and layers of carbon and Titanal make them the perfect all-mountain skis for 
anyone looking for fast, harmonious and stable skis for the whole day. The innovative PORSCHE | HEAD EMC technology 
inside the ski pole is designed to reduce vibration and improve stability. Thanks to the wide design in tip and tail and a versatile
88-mm waist, professionals can accelerate on the slopes and enjoy a high level of comfort when carving. The unique design 
of the ski is based on the Dakar design of the Porsche 953, which won in 1984 while adorned with the legendary livery.

WAP062H880R163 [163 cm]
WAP062H880R170 [170 cm]
WAP062H880R177 [177 cm]

PORSCHE | HEAD Dakar Carbon Ski Poles
Stable, lightweight, exclusive: PORSCHE | HEAD Carbon 
Ski Poles.

WAP062HCP0R105 [105 cm]
WAP062HCP0R110 [110 cm]
WAP062HCP0P115 [115 cm]
WAP062HCP0R120 [120 cm]
WAP062HCP0R125 [125 cm]
WAP062HCP0R130 [130 cm]
WAP062HCP0R135 [135 cm]
WAP062HCP0R140 [140 cm]

New New
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PORSCHE | HEAD Radar 5K Photo
A helmet with an integrated visor, which combines the advan-
tages of wearing a goggle, with that of having a visor helmet. 
Comfort is guaranteed, not only for wearers of prescription 
glasses. In addition, this helmet provides an unrestricted field 
of vision, and at the same time offers protection against wind 
and water. The double-lens visor features our top-notch lens 
technology 5K and adapts to the light conditions automati-
cally between categories S1 – S3.

WAP0620010RHK5 [size XS/S]
WAP0620020RHK5 [size M/L]
WAP0620030RHK5 [size XL/XXL]

PORSCHE | HEAD 7 Series Racing Skis
Stable, fast, dynamic – the Porsche for the slopes. Thanks to its World Cup sandwich construction with a solid wood core, 
reinforced with carbon and Titanal layers and its 70-mm waist, the Porsche | HEAD 7 Series skis bring performance right to 
the slopes: they quickly build up speed while ensuring good control at high speeds. The innovative PORSCHE | HEAD EMC 
technology reduces vibrations while improving stability. The design is just as dynamic as the skis – unmistakably reminiscent 
of the unique Porsche 956, which achieved a fabulous time on the Nürburgring in 1984. The high-end construction of the skis 
and the generous side cut make the 7 Series the perfect performance-oriented sports equipment for experienced carvers.

WAP062H700R156 [156 cm]
WAP062H700R163 [163 cm]
WAP062H700R170 [170 cm]
WAP062H700R177 [177 cm] 

New New
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PORSCHE | HEAD Dakar Ski Jacket
Exclusive PORSCHE | HEAD Dakar men’s ski jacket with 
snow skirt and detachable hood in Dakar design. Warmly 
lined, wind and water repellent.

WAP62000S0RHD1 [size S]
WAP62000M0RHD1 [size M]
WAP6200ML0RHD1 [size M/L]
WAP62000L0RHD1 [size L]
WAP6200XL0RHD1 [size XL]
WAP620XXL0RHD1 [size XXL]
WAP6203XL0RHD1 [size 3XL]

PORSCHE | HEAD Dakar Midlayer Jacket
Exclusive men’s PORSCHE | HEAD midlayer jacket. With 
warm lining and body-mapped stretch sleeves and back.

WAP62200S0RHD3 [size S]
WAP62200M0RHD3 [size M]
WAP6220ML0RHD3 [size M/L]
WAP62200L0RHD3 [size L]
WAP6220XL0RHD3 [size XL]
WAP622XXL0RHD3 [size XXL]
WAP6223XL0RHD3 [size 3XL]

PORSCHE | HEAD Dakar Ski Trousers
Designer men’s ski trousers from the exclusive PORSCHE | 
HEAD collection in Dakar design. Warmly lined, wind and 
water repellent. With ventilation and cut protection.

WAP62100S0RHD2 [size S]
WAP62100M0RHD2 [size M]
WAP6210ML0RHD2 [size M/L]
WAP62100L0RHD2 [size L]
WAP6210XL0RHD2 [size XL]
WAP621XXL0RHD2 [size XXL]
WAP6213XL0RHD2 [size 3XL]

New NewNew
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Golf Trolley – Sports Collection
The extra-light golf trolley saves space and time on the way 
to the golf course: fully collapsible and with removable 
wheels, it can be stowed away in the included transport bag 
in no time at all. When you get to the golf course, you’ll 
always have everything important at hand thanks to practi-
cal holders for scorecards, tees, drink bottles and umbrellas. 
‘PORSCHE’ is printed on the trolley bar and the Porsche 
Crest is on the folding clasp.

WAP0600010RGTR

New

Sports Collection
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Golf Pencil Bag – Sports Collection
The golf pencil bag is made of coated, water-repellent material and is the ideal caddy in any 
weather – even for shorter rounds. Despite the compact design, six to eight golf clubs fit in 
the 2-way divider. An outside pocket offers space for other essentials. The pencil bag can 
be easily transported using a carrying strap or handle. There is a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone print 
on the side. 

WAP0600030R0PB 

Golf Shoe Bag – Sports Collection
The shoe bag is made of coated, water-repellent material and ensures you can securely and 
comfortably transport your golf shoes in any weather. Its shoulder strap is softly padded, 
individually adjustable and even detachable. Two ventilation components prevent unpleasant 
odours. There is a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone print on the front.

WAP0600040R0SB 
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Golf Locker Bag – Sports Collection
The locker bag not only functions as a locker for your golf clothes, but also fits perfectly into 
one, thanks to its compact size. Its coated, water-repellent material can withstand a bit of rain 
and humidity in the changing room. Two extra slide-in pockets with zips also offer optimal 
protection for your valuables. The sport bag’s shoulder strap is softly padded, individually 
adjustable and even detachable. There is a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone print on the front.

WAP0600020R0BB
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Golf Cart Bag – Sports Collection
The cart bag is made of coated, water-repellent material 
and is the ideal caddy on the golf course. Clubs can be opti-
mally organised thanks to its spacious 4-way divider. The 
bag is particularly easy to transport thanks to the comforta-
ble, balanced and adjustable carrying system. Six pockets 
and additional umbrella, glove and towel holders offer suffi-
cient storage space for all the essentials. There is 
a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone print on the side.

WAP0600500PCTB
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Golf Stand Bag – Sports Collection
This golf stand bag is made of coated, water-repellent material and is ready for use in any weather. Clubs can be optimally 
organised thanks to its spacious 4-way divider. Thanks to the invisible integrated stand system and the balanced, adjustable 
carrying system, the bag guarantees high functionality and comfort. Five pockets and additional umbrella, glove and towel 
holders on the outside of the stand bag offer sufficient storage space for all the essentials. There is a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone 
print on the side.

WAP0600510PSTB 

Golf Travel Bag – Sports Collection
This golf travel bag is made of coated, water-repellent fab-
ric and combines storage space with security when travel-
ling. Its heavily padded side walls and the inner foam shell 
provide optimal protection for the clubheads. The bag is 
also easy to transport with wheels. The internal storage 
pockets are a practical detail. There is a ‘PORSCHE’ silicone 
print on the front.

WAP0600520PTRB 
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Golf towel – Sport
Golf towel with soft woven velour on the front and terry 
cloth on the rear. With practical snap hook to easily attach 
it to your golf bag. Dimensions: 50 × 50cm. 100% cotton. 
In dark blue with details in Acid Green.

WAP5400020J 

Golf towel – Sport
Golf towel with soft woven velour on the front and terry 
cloth on the rear. With practical snap hook to easily attach 
it to your golf bag. Dimensions: 50 × 50cm. 100% cotton. 
In black with light blue accents.

WAP5420030M0SP 

Golf Balls Tour Soft 3 Pieces
Hightech-Golfball Titleist Pro NXT® Tour.

WAP0600430K 
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Golf stand bag
Stand bag made of coated, waterproof nylon with six stor-
age pockets and space for a large drinks bottle. Seamlessly 
integrated stand system and balanced, adjustable carrying 
system. Silver-colored 
‘PORSCHE’ print with grid pattern on the side.

WAP0350500MSTB 
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Golf cart bag
Cart bag made of coated, waterproof nylon with nine patch 
pockets and padded carrying handle. Inner lined pocket for 
valuables as well as umbrella, glove and towel holder. With 
silver-colored ‘PORSCHE’ print and grid print on the side.

WAP0350510MCTB 

Travel bag
Travel bag made of coated tarpaulin with heavily padded side walls and strap featuring tear-proof bonding. Internal storage 
pockets and ball-bearing skater wheels. Ideal for golf bags up to 11 inches. Silver-colored ‘PORSCHE’ print.

WAP0350520MTRB 
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Men’s polo shirt – Sport
Polo shirt made of functional piqué with raglan sleeves and 
three buttons. Stretchy, quick-drying and breathable. 
Porsche logo on the sleeve and chest. 100% polyester. 
In light grey with light blue details. 

WAP5340XS-3XL0M0SP 

Women’s T-shirt – Sport
Short-sleeved T-shirt made of functional jersey with femi-
nine crew neck and subtle tonal print on the chest. Stretchy, 
quick-drying and breathable. 100% polyester. 
In coral with details in pink.

WAP5390XS-XXL0M0SP 
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Women’s long-sleeved top – Sport
Sporty long-sleeved top with stand-up collar, zip and chest 
pocket. With embossing on the chest and shoulder yoke. 
Made from functional jersey with fleece inner: insulating, 
stretchy, quick-drying and breathable. 88% polyester, 
12% elastane. In grey with details in pink.

WAP5370XS-XXL0M0SP 

Men’s long-sleeved top – Sport
Sporty long-sleeved top with stand-up collar, zip and chest 
pocket. With embossing on the chest and shoulder yoke. 
Made from functional jersey with fleece inner: insulating, 
stretchy, quick-drying and breathable. 88% polyester, 
12% elastane. In dark blue with light blue details.

WAP5330XS-3XL0M0SP 
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Men’s gilet – Sport
Lightweight, comfortable softshell gilet. Insulating as well as wind and water-repellent. Shoulders and collar made of softs-
hell material. Lightly padded upper front and back. Two side pockets and one chest pocket. Back panel at waist decorated 
with elasticated band and Porsche logo. Outer fabric [softshell and padded parts]: 100% polyester. 
Filling: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester. In dark blue with light blue details.

WAP5320XS-3XL0M0SP 

Women’s gilet – Sport
Lightweight, comfortable softshell gilet. Insulating as well 
as wind and water-repellent. Shoulders and collar made 
of softshell material. Lightly padded upper front and back. 
Two side pockets and one chest pocket. Back panel at 
waist decorated with elasticated band and Porsche logo. 
Outer fabric [softshell and padded parts]: 100% polyester. 
Filling: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester. In coral 
with details in pink. 

WAP5360XS-XXL0M0SP 
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Men’s jacket – Sport
Lightweight, comfortable softshell jacket. Insulating as well 
as wind and water-repellent. Body, sleeves, shoulders and 
collar made of softshell material. Lightly padded upper 
front and back. Two side pockets, one chest pocket and one 
pocket at the bottom of the right sleeves. Back panel at 
waist decorated with elasticated band and Porsche logo. 
Outer fabric [softshell and padded parts]: 100% polyester. 
Filling: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester. In dark blue 
with light blue details.

WAP5310XS-3XL0M0SP 

Baseball cap unisex – Sport
Five-panel cap made of elastic material. Breathable, 
quick-drying and comfortable to wear. Linear embossing 
and Porsche logo on the front. Sandwich peak in light blue. 
Snap-back fastener also features Porsche embossing. 
One-size-fits-all: 57–59cm. Outer fabric: 100% polyester. 
Lining: 75% cotton, 25% polyester. In dark blue with details 
in light blue.

WAP5400010M0SP

Unisex visor – Sport
Visor made of elastic material. Breathable, quick-drying and 
comfortable to wear. Linear embossing and Porsche logo 
on the front. Sandwich peak in light blue. Snap-back fasten-
er with Porsche embossing and contrasting stitching in light 
blue. One-size-fits-all: 57–59cm. Outer fabric: 
100% polyester. Lining: 75% cotton, 25% polyester. 
In white with details in light blue.

WAP5410020M0SP 



Exciting news from E-sports: in collaboration 
with the racing seat specialist RECARO, we have 
developed an uncompromising gaming chair. 
The RECARO x Porsche Gaming Chair Limited 
Edition brings the authentic racing feeling of 
the racetrack directly into the gaming setup. 
Designed for endurance racing and multiple 
laps, it is the perfect chair for all racing fans 
who want the ultimate gaming experience.

RECARO x Porsche 
Gaming Chair 
Limited Edition
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RECARO x Porsche Gaming Chair Limited Edition
Exclusive Porsche gaming chair in collaboration with RECA-
RO. For comfortable seat performance — whether for gam-
ing or in the home office. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. 
Made in Germany. Limited Edition.

WAP0500200PRGS
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With these new items, the Roughroads 
Collection is perfect for anyone who loves 
adventure. Based on the classic livery of the 
new 911 Dakar, the training jacket, reversible 
vest, hoodie and T-shirt show themselves in 
the best light. The Roughroads Collection, 
along with the new Porsche 911 Dakar, brings 
back those legendary colours. The typical 
livery of the 1984 Dakar winners in Blue, Red, 
White and Camel give the Roughroads Collection 
its unmistakable heritage look. The new pieces 
also allow the thrill of fast driving through the 
desert to be felt up-close in the city.

Roughroads Collection

911 Dakar: Fuel consumption combined: 11.3 l/100 km 
(WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 256 g/km (WLTP); 
Status 10/2023
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T-Shirt Unisex – Roughroads Collection
Road trip with style: The T-shirt from the Roughroads collection has an understated design with sophisticated details. Its front 
is adorned with a Roughroads screen and 3D print, while the back presents the 3D Porsche logo and a screenprint of the 1984 
Porsche 956 in a skilfully crafted design. Small but impressive, the Roughroads rubber badge on the right sleeve rounds off the 
sporty, stylish look of the shirt.

WAP1610XS-3XL0PRRD 

Barrel seat – Roughroads Collection 
Take a seat – and feel the race track: a real oil drum 
becomes a unique piece of furniture for all racing, Porsche 
and design fans. The high-quality film wrapping based on 
the Roughroads design is waterproof and weatherproof, 
making the barrel suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. 
The upholstered seat guarantees typical Porsche comfort 
everywhere.

WAP0501070PSFS
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Men’s Teddy vest – Roughroads Collection
2 in 1: The reversible, regular-fit teddy vest from the Roughroads collection is as stylish as it is comfortable. One side features 
soft teddy fur and a practical turn-down collar, while the other features light, robust nylon fabric with modern colour blocking. 
Hip pockets and a zipped chest pocket offer plenty of storage space for your valuables. The Porsche Roughroads badge on the 
right chest, the Porsche logo on the back and the turn-down collar with stripe detail on one side create a visually striking look. 
Another highlight is the personalized zip puller on the main zip, with which the vest can be turned around in no time at all. 
In short: the perfect vest for all road trips - no matter which way you turn it.

WAP1630XS-3XL0PRRD
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Men’s hoodie – Roughroads Collection
Road trip with style: The hoodie in a casual, regular fit from the Roughroads collection impresses with high-quality, sophisticated 
details. This includes two drawstrings with different looks, one of which is personalized, and the rubber badge on the chest, 
with which the drawstrings can be fastened. The Roughroads rubber badge adorns the right sleeve, while the left sleeve has 
a zip pocket and sporty stripe details. A particularly practical feature is the attached kangaroo pocket made of nylon with two 
individual side pockets, in which you can safely stow smaller items thanks to the zip. The attached hood and the nylon insert 
on the back with 3D Porsche logo round off the sporty, stylish look of the hoodie.

WAP1600XS-3XL0PRRD

Men’s track jacket – Roughroads Collection
Look good, perform well: The regular-fit colour-block training 
jacket from the Roughroads collection combines sportiness 
with style. Its protective stand-up collar and practical side 
pockets with zips make it the perfect companion in wind, 
rain and at high speeds. The sophisticated lines on the front 
and back and stripe details on the sleeves emphasize the 
dynamic look of the jacket. The band on the high-quality, 
well-crafted inside is also striped. Other highlights include 
personalized zip pullers on the zips, the Roughroads rubber 
badge on the chest, and the 3D Porsche logo on the back of 
the training jacket. 

WAP1620XS-3XL0PRRD
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911 bonnet – Roughroads Collection
A piece of Porsche history for your home: The original front 
bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 (G model) in Roughroads 
design with the start number 953 and the Porsche crest is 
not only an impressive decorative object, but also a particular-
ly stylish magnetic board.

WAP0503090PRDS 

Thermos cup – Roughroads Collection
High performance on both warm and cold days: the dou-
ble-walled Porsche thermo-insulated cup keeps hot bever-
ages warm and cold beverages cool. The Porsche crest 
adorns the body while the lid carries the embossed Porsche 
logo. The modern, timeless design and its 100% leak-proof 
lid make the thermos cup the perfect companion when 
you’re on the go. Thanks to the high-quality packaging, it is 
also an ideal gift for all Porsche fans.

WAP0506210PTHB

Crest key fob – Roughroads Collection
Every Porsche bears the crest – why shouldn’t you too? 
Mark your key with the high-quality genuine leather key fob. 
Thanks to the gift packaging included, it is also an ideal gift 
for Porsche fans and drivers.

WAP0503500PWSA 
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Active 2.0 travel bag – Roughroads Collection
The spacious Active 2.0 travel bag is the perfect partner for 
your next adventure. Thanks to the rolltop with zip, it can be 
filled flexibly and is never too bulky for dynamic activities. The 
waterproof material with a TPU coating protects the contents 
of the bag when conditions get rough. As if it was made for 
your Porsche 911 Dakar: The bag comes with a strap system 
specially designed for attachment to the luggage rack. With 
two handles and an additional shoulder strap, you can easily 
carry the travel bag when you are away from the vehicle.

WAP0350060PACD 

Active 2.0 backpack – Roughroads Collection
The waterproof Active 2.0 rolltop backpack is the perfect 
partner for your next adventure. It has the ideal size for day 
tours, for example - and thanks to the padded back and the 
padded, length-adjustable shoulder straps, it is comfortable 
to carry throughout. For those who prefer to work in nature, 
the backpack also offers a laptop compartment inside. 
Details in the trendy colour-blocking look show that func-
tional outdoor essentials don’t have to look boring.

WAP0350050PACB 

Computer mouse – Roughroads Collection
Desktop design: the Porsche wireless mouse features the 
Roughroads design and includes a rear light strip that lights 
up when the mouse is being used. The ergonomic shape 
helps to combat poor posture at the desk and ensure com-
fortable working. 

WAP0508130PRAC 
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911 Dakar poster set (3 pieces) – 
Roughroads Collection 
Strong motifs and high-quality printing: the limited edition 
Poster set, showcases the Porsche 911 Dakar in its element 
dune surfing.

WAP0925010PDKP

911 Dakar: Fuel consumption combined: 11.3 l/100 km 
(WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 256 g/km (WLTP); 
Status 10/2023



With the new MARTINI RACING® Collection, 
we tie in with the legendary “East African Safari” 
from 1978. At the forefront of that time: 
the Porsche 911 SC Safari in the extravagant 
MARTINI RACING® design.

The unmistakable look with its dynamic con-
tours and the stylish Blue, Red and White colour 
scheme also leads the way in the new Porsche 
Lifestyle Collection. The iconic design is not only 
found in the men’s, women’s and unisex lines, 
but also in the numerous accessories and the 
two masterpieces: the seat barrel and the 911 G 
model bonnet.

Dive into the retro world of the MARTINI RACING® 
Collection with us.

MARTINI RACING® 
Collection
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Men’s quilted jacket – MARTINI RACING®
The perfect combination of style and functionality: The quilted jacket from the famous MAR-
TINI RACING® Collection is a real eye-catcher with practical features that hit the mark. A 
double zip makes it possible to widen it by several centimetres – only then does the striped 
MARTINI RACING® tape become visible. Zippered pockets on the left chest and on the inside 
offer enough storage space to protect valuables from wind and rain. The hem and hood can 
be easily adjusted with a drawstring. On colder days, the jacket comes to the rescue with 
elaborate lining finishing including MARTINI RACING® print and story label. Visual highlights 
include the iconic striped design on the chest pocket and the knitted sleeve cuffs, the 
Porsche logo on the left sleeve, the striped tape with the MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE logo 
on the hood, and the high-quality badge on the chest. 

WAP5540XS-3XL0P0MR

Women’s quilted jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Iconic racing style taken to perfection: The successful colour combination of the MARTI-
NI RACING® quilted jacket makes it a real eye-catcher. The tailored women’s jacket fits per-
fectly and is extremely comfortable. For everyday use, its hood can be easily stowed away 
in the collar. Visual highlights include the quilting of the iconic MARTINI RACING® stripes 
on the back and the high-quality MARTINI RACING® badge on the red sleeve, which not 
only looks great but also feels great. 

WAP555XS-XXL0P0MR 
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Women’s windbreaker – MARTINI RACING®
Sporty in all weathers: The windbreaker from the famous Porsche Lifestyle MARTINI RACING® 
Collection should not be missing on any trip. Its stand-up collar and hood withstand headwind 
and rain. When the weather is nice, the hood can be stowed away easily in a zipped compartment. 
The sleeve hem with press studs and the elastic hem with drawstring stoppers are also extremely 
flexible. You can protect your valuables from wind and moisture in the long side pockets with 
press studs. Visually, the sporty windbreaker features a MARTINI RACING® logo print on the 
chest and the famous MARTINI RACING® stripes down the sleeves. Another highlight is the 
high-quality MARTINI RACING® badge.

WAP5570XS-XXL0P0MR
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Men’s hoodie – MARTINI RACING®
Ultra comfortable and ultra stylish: The MARTINI RACING® hoodie merges a casual look with 
eye-catching details. The hood cord with the iconic MARTINI RACING® stripes and sporty cord 
closure, combined with the bright yellow inner lining, make the hoody a real eye-catcher – just 
like the high-quality MARTINI RACING® badge on the chest.

WAP5580XS-3XL0P0MR

Men’s windbreaker – MARTINI RACING®
Sporty in all weathers: The windbreaker from the famous MARTINI RACING® Collection 
should not be missing on any trip. Its stand-up collar and hood withstand headwind and rain. 
When the weather is nice, the hood can be stowed away easily in a zipped compartment. 
The elastic hem with drawstring stopper is another highly flexible feature. You can protect 
your valuables from wind and moisture in the long side pockets, which can be closed with 
a zip in a contrasting colour. Visually, the sporty windbreaker features a MARTINI RACING® 
logo print on the chest and the MARTINI RACING® screenprint on the back. The 3D Porsche 
logo on the right sleeve and the high-quality MARTINI RACING® badge complete the exclu-
sive collection look.

WAP5560XS-3XL0P0MR
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Unisex fleece jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Stylish through the transitional period: The fleece jacket from the famous MARTINI RACING® 
Collection by Porsche not only keeps you warm, but also looks sporty. This is achieved by its 
casual cut, the streamlined seams and the trendy nylon inserts on the collar and elbows. 
Another eye-catching highlight is the high-quality MARTINI RACING® badge.

WAP5590XS-XXL0P0MR

Men’s polo shirt – MARTINI RACING®
Iconic racing style taken to perfection: The tailored polo shirt from the beloved MARTI-
NI RACING® Collection is an absolute design trendsetter. The shoulders and sleeves are 
adorned with stripes that give it the iconic MARTINI RACING® look, and the high-quality 
Porsche logo print on the back is also a real eye-catcher. Another visual highlight is the 
MARTINI RACING® badge on the chest.

WAP550XS-3XL0P0MR
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Unisex T-shirt – MARTINI RACING®
Motorsport for everyday use: The T-shirt from the popular 
MARTINI RACING® Collection looks good on any occasion. 
In addition to the iconic striped pattern, it features the styl-
ish collection logo printed on the front and the Porsche logo 
printed on the back. In short: The perfect everyday shirt for 
every racing fan!

WAP5530XS-XXL0P0MR

Men’s T-Shirt – MARTINI RACING®
Motorsport for everyday use: The T-shirt from the popular 
MARTINI RACING® Collection is as stylish as it is comfortable. 
The large MARTINI RACING® stamp print on the front makes 
a clear statement and the printed Porsche logo on the back 
leaves no doubt: The shirt is a real must-have for racing fans! 

WAP5520XS-3XL0P0MR

Women’s polo shirt – MARTINI RACING®
Iconic racing style taken to perfection: The tailored wom-
en’s polo shirt in high-quality piqué fabric from the MAR-
TINI RACING® Collection is an absolute design trendsetter. 
The collar and sleeve hem are adorned with stripes that 
give it the iconic MARTINI RACING® look, and the 
high-quality 3D Porsche logoprint on the back is also a real 
eye-catcher. Another visual highlight is the MARTINI RAC-
ING® badge. 

WAP5510XS-XXL0P0MR
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6-panel cord cap – MARTINI RACING®
The 6-panel cord cap from the MARTINI RACING® Collection perfectly complements any sporty look. An elaborately embroi-
dered MARTINI RACING® stamp with stripe details adorns the front. The iconic stripes can also be found on its 
shield. The Porsche logo is engraved in the high-quality metal clasp on the back of the cap, and racing stripes are also 
embroidered on the fastening strap. The integrated sweatband and the bias tapes ensure optimal fit and unsusceptibility, 
even during sporting activities. The coloured contrasts of the individual elements make the cap a real eye-catcher.

WAP5500010P0MR

Knitted hat – MARTINI RACING®
A must-have for colder days: the knitted beanie from the 
MARTINI RACING® Collection is soft, warm and also looks 
good. This is thanks to the iconic MARTINI RACING® stripes 
on the brim and the comfortable and stylish honeycomb 
look on the inside and the brim. 

WAP5500050P0MR 
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Men’s piqué jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Lightweight sweat jacket with stand-up collar and badges, 
inspired by the Porsche 917 KH from 1971. With mesh band 
on the sleeves and shoulders in the classic MARTINI RACING® 
stripe design. Zips on the side pockets. Tonal Porsche print 
on the back. Knitted fabric made of 74% cotton and 
26% polyester. In olive green.

WAP5520XS-3XL0M0MR 

Women’s piqué jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Lightweight sweat jacket with stand-up collar and badges, 
inspired by the Porsche 917 KH from 1971. With mesh band 
on the sleeves and shoulders in the classic MARTINI RACING® 
stripe design. Both side pockets with zips. Tonal Porsche 
print on the back. Made of 74% cotton and 26% polyester. 
In olive green.

WAP5560XS-XXL0M0MR 
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Men’s quilted jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Padded, warm, wind and water-repellent quilted jacket with stand-up collar and hood. With mesh band on the side panels 
and underarms in the classic MARTINI RACING® stripe design and embroidered Porsche logo in white on the back. The badg-
es are inspired by the Porsche 917 KH from 1971. Two side pockets, inner pocket with zip. Front zip reversed in red. Underflap 
with tonal Porsche logo print. Red lining with story label. Outer fabric [mesh]: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester. Filling: 
100% polyester. In red/dark blue.

WAP5500XS-3XL0M0MR 
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Women’s quilted jacket – MARTINI RACING®
Padded, warm, wind and water-repellent quilted jacket with 
stand-up collar. With mesh band on the side panels and 
underarms in the classic MARTINI RACING® stripe design 
and embroidered Porsche logo in white on the back. The 
badges are inspired by the Porsche 917 KH from 1971. Two 
side pockets, inner pocket with zip. Front zip reversed in red. 
Wide underflap trimmed with mesh MARTINI RACING® 
band and tonal Porsche logo print. Red lining with story 
label. Outer fabric [mesh]: 100% polyester. Lining: 
100% polyester. Filling: 100% polyester. In red/dark blue. 

WAP5550XS-3XL0M0MR 
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Grille badge – Limited Edition – MARTINI RACING®
Limited to 2,000 pieces. Diameter: 95mm. Made of metal. 
With fixing material [screws]. In dark blue/red/silver color. 
Made in Germany. 

WAP0508100L0MR 

917 grille badge – MARTINI RACING®
Grille badge with image of the 917 KH MARTINI RACING® 
that took the second overall  Porsche victory in the legend-
ary 24-hour race at Le Mans in 1971. Diameter: 95mm. 
Made of 95% zinc, 5% acrylic varnish. 
Made in Germany. 

WAP0508100M0MR 

Barrel seat Safari – MARTINI RACING® 
Take a seat – and feel the race track: a real oil drum 
becomes a unique piece of furniture for all racing, Porsche 
and design fans. The high-quality film wrapping based on 
the MARTINI RACING® Safari design is waterproof and 
weatherproof, making the barrel suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor use. The upholstered seat guarantees typical 
Porsche comfort everywhere.

WAP0501060PSFS
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911 MARTINI RACING® Lollipop bonnet
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G Series] 
with original historic Porsche Crest. Bonnet painted in 
Silver Metallic with high-quality MARTINI RACING® trim 
and start number 8. Magnetic. Includes hanging device and 
drilling template to mount on the wall. Dimensions: approx. 
120 × 130cm. Weight: approx. 15kg. Made to order. 

WAP0503020MMR1 

911 MARTINI RACING® bonnet
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G Series] 
with original historic Porsche Crest. Bonnet painted in 
Silver Metallic with high-quality MARTINI RACING® trim. 
Magnetic. Includes hanging device and drilling template 
to mount on the wall. Dimensions: approx. 120 × 130cm. 
Weight: approx. 15kg. Made to order. 

WAP0503030MMR2
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XL umbrella – MARTINI RACING® 
Stylish on the go, in any weather: the high-quality XL 
umbrella from the MARTINI RACING® Collection with wind-
proof system won’t leave you out in the rain. With its auto-
matic opening mechanism, it can be easily opened and 
closed at any time. Visually, the umbrella scores particularly 
well with the unmistakable MARTINI RACING® design and 
the Porsche logo on two panels of the red cover, as well as 
the contrasting black coating on the inside. The exclusive, 
specially coated handle with release button, Porsche honey-
comb structure and Porsche logo rounds off the overall pic-
ture. 

WAP0500570P0MR

Scarf – MARTINI RACING®
A must-have for colder days: the knitted scarf from the 
MARTINI RACING® Collection is soft, warm and also looks 
good. The famous vertical MARTINI RACING® stripes 
underline its sporty look. The edge of the scarf is adorned 
with an elaborate woven label.

WAP5500040P0MR 

Multifunctional blanket – MARTINI RACING®
A real all-rounder: The blanket from the popular MARTINI 
RACING® Collection is versatile and extremely stylish. When 
spread out, it is large enough for two people. After a day in 
the park, it can easily be converted into a sleeping bag in 
the evening simply by using the circumferential zip. The 
famous MARTINI RACING® stripes and logo give it a sporty 
look. The multifunctional blanket comes in a carrying bag 
with handles in a contrasting colour. 

WAP5500030P0MR 
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Thermos cup – MARTINI RACING®
Super stylish – super practical: the thermos cup from the 
MARTINI RACING® Collection keeps hot drinks warm and 
cold drinks cool. Its 100% leak-proof lid makes the cup the 
perfect companion when you’re on the go. With the design 
based on the legendary 911 SC Safari, the Porsche crest and 
the embossed Porsche logo on the lid, it is a real eye-catcher. 
Thanks to the high-quality packaging, it is also an ideal gift 
for all Porsche and motorsport fans.

WAP0506190PTHB

Cool bag – MARTINI RACING®
The cool bag from the MARTINI RACING® Collection features 
the design of the 911 SC Safari from 1978 and reliably keeps 
food of all kinds fresh on the go. Thanks to the two-handle 
carrier and adjustable shoulder strap, it can be transported 
extremely flexibly. Its compact, rectangular shape offers 
enough storage space for various containers and is easily 
accessible through the large opening with a zip. When the 
cool bag is empty, you can easily fold it up stow it away to 
save space.

WAP0359290P0MR 

Thermo-insulated flask – MARTINI RACING®
Super stylish – super practical: the thermo-insulated flask 
from the MARTINI RACING® Collection keeps hot drinks warm 
and cold drinks cool. The design with MARTINI RACING® 
elements makes it a real eye-catcher, whether on the way 
to work or on excursions.

WAP0506200PTHF
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Wash bag – MARTINI RACING®
The practical wash bag from the MARTINI RACING® Collec-
tion is the perfect companion for sports and travel. Inside, 
the clever layout offers enough space for all everyday items. 
On the outside, its design is reminiscent of the legendary 
911 SC Safari from 1978, including iconic racing stripes and 
MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE logo with two additional 
zip pockets. Thanks to the handle loop and the hanging 
hook on the inside, the bag can be flexibly transported and 
stowed away. 

WAP0359250P0MR 

Collector’s cup no. 3 – MARTINI RACING®
Racing meets enjoyment: the collector’s cup no. 3 starts 
with iconic MARTINI RACING® details. With its dynamic 
stripes and prominent MARTINI RACING® logo, the cup is a 
real eye-catcher – and its climate-neutral production also 
scores points with responsible connoisseurs.

WAP0507010PCUP

Collector’s espresso cup no. 3 – MARTINI RACING® 
Racing meets enjoyment: the collector’s espresso cup no. 3 
starts with iconic MARTINI RACING® details. With its dynamic 
stripes and prominent MARTINI RACING® logo, the mug is a 
real eye-catcher. “Small, but powerful” not only applies to the 
design: with its climate-neutral production, the espresso cup 
also scores points with responsible connoisseurs. 

WAP0507020PESP
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Sports bag – MARTINI RACING®
Always on the go and sporty: The stylish bag from the MAR-
TINI RACING® Collection is the perfect companion for train-
ing or a weekend trip. With its spacious main compartment 
featuring a waterproof two-way zip and inside pockets, as 
well as slide-in pockets on the outside, the bag offers plenty 
of space for clothing and equipment. Thanks to the handles 
and additional shoulder strap, there are many ways to carry 
it. The sports bag has a visually striking design reminiscent 
of the 911 SC Safari from 1978, including the iconic racing 
stripes and the MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE logo.

WAP0359270P0MR 

Multi-purpose case – MARTINI RACING®
The multi-purpose case from the MARTINI RACING® Col-
lection is a real all-rounder for storage. Thanks to various 
inner pockets and elastic bands, accessories can be perfectly 
stowed away and fastened. The water-repellent two-way zip 
provides easy access to the contents of the bag at all times. 
The bag has a visually striking design reminiscent of the 
911 SC Safari from 1978, including the iconic racing stripes 
and the MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE logo.

WAP0359280P0MR

Backpack – MARTINI RACING®
Sporty design meets maximum carrying convenience: 
The MARTINI RACING® backpack is the perfect everyday 
companion. The exterior of the bag has a visually striking 
design, reminiscent of the 1978 911 SC Safari, including the 
iconic racing stripes and the MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE 
logo. A zip pocket on the front and one on the back provide 
space for everything that needs to be within easy reach, 
e.g. mobile phone, wallet or sunglasses. The interior, which is 
accessible via the waterproof two-way zip, has an impressive 
layout, consisting of a main compartment, a notebook 
pocket, a business organizer and a zip pocket. Ergonomic, 
even on long commutes: the backpack has a padded back 
and length-adjustable, padded shoulder straps. 

WAP0359260P0MR 
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Unisex belt dark blue – MARTINI RACING®
Perfect for racing fans: The modern belt from the iconic 
MARTINI RACING® Collection impresses with a deliberately 
clean design, a tone-in-tone woven collection logo, and the 
iconic MARTINI RACING® stripes on its outer edge. The belt 
is infinitely adjustable using the high-quality metal buckle 
with the engraved MARTINI RACING® PORSCHE logo.

WAP560080-1250P0MR

Sunglasses – MARTINI RACING®
Cult racing style perfected: the aviator sunglasses from the 
MARTINI RACING® Collection, made in Italy, are the perfect 
accessory. With its modern and timeless design based on 
the Porsche 911 SC Safari from 1978, the stainless steel 
frame with dark lenses and MARTINI RACING® print on the 
arms, it complements every outfit perfectly.

WAP0750010P0MR 

911 bonnet – MARTINI RACING®
A piece of Porsche history for your home: The original front 
bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 (G model) in iconic 
MARTINI RACING® Safari design with stripe details showing 
the legendary paint job and the Porsche crest is not only an 
impressive decorative object, but also a particularly stylish 
magnetic board. 

WAP0503080PHBE 
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Chronograph – MARTINI RACING® – Limited Edition
The chronograph from the MARTINI RACING® Collection was designed by Studio F. A. Porsche. 
It is limited to 1,911 pieces – the respective limitationnumber is engraved on the back of the 
case. Contemporary features win the race: from the RONDA analogue quartz movement through 
the black case made of finely brushed stainless steel to the mineral glass with anti-reflection 
coating on one side and sapphire coating. The chronograph has a date window (4 o’clock) 
and three totalisers with the functions: second hand (3 o’clock), chrono 30-minute counter 
(9 o’clock), chrono hour counter (6 o’clock). The silver dial made of metal with MARTINI RACING® 
design and matt black applied indices is a visual highlight. The screwed crown is adorned 
with an engraved Porsche crest. The Porsche logo on the butterfly clasp of the black 
stainless steel bracelet is also elaborately engraved. In short: refined details and the perfect 
combination of form and function make the MARTINI RACING® chronograph a real must-
have for all racing fans.

WAP0700200P042 

Chronograph – MARTINI RACING®
The chronograph from the MARTINI RACING® Collection was designed by Studio F. A. Porsche. 
Contemporary features win the race: from the RONDA analogue quartz movement through 
the silver case made of finely brushed stainless steel to the mineral glass with anti-reflection 
coating on one side and sapphire coating. The chronograph has a date window (4 o’clock) and 
three totalisers with the functions: second counter (3 o’clock), chrono 30-minute counter 
(9 o’clock), chrono hour counter (6 o’clock). Visual highlights includethe silver stainless steel 
bracelet with brushed and polished links and the matching metal dial with polished MARTINI 
RACING® design and silver polished, applied indices. The polished, screwed crown is adorned 
with an engraved Porsche crest. The Porsche logo on the butterfly clasp of the stainless steel 
bracelet is also elaborately engraved. In short: refined details and the perfect combination of 
form and function make the MARTINI RACING® Safari chronograph a real must-have for all 
racing fans.

WAP0700210P037 
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XL towel – MARTINI RACING®
Jacquard-woven fabric towel in MARTINI RACING® design. 
Dark blue upper in soft velour and underside in white 
terry cloth. With decorative sewn-on ribbon and loop in 
MARTINI RACING® colors. With Velcro pocket attached to 
the underside for personal effects [smartphone, keys, etc.]. 
Size: approx. 190 × 90cm. 100% cotton. In dark blue/white.

WAP5500050L0MR 

Thermally insulated flask – MARTINI RACING®
Made of double-walled stainless steel. With 
MARTINI RACING® design in dark blue and stripes 
in light blue/red. Fastener inspired by Porsche central 
locking. Capacity: 1.0l.

WAP0500620L0MR 



Sporty cuts, intelligent details, high-quality 
materials and meticulous fabrication make 
the textiles by Porsche Lifestyle favourite 
pieces for every day. An elegantly interpreted 
crest, fine “PORSCHE” lettering embroidery 
incorporated into the inner lining or a very 
discreet tone-in-tone design. 

The fashion basics are elevated by adding 
considered accents to every outfit in the spirit 
of enthusiasm for sports cars.

Essential Collection 
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Unisex cap – Weissach 
Focus on the essentials: the cotton cap from Porsche com-
plements any casual outfit and keeps the sun out of your eyes. 
The stylish 5-panel cap is finished with a Weissach/Porsche 
silicone print. A red flag label with woven Porsche logo adds 
a subtle design detail. Fastening at the back of the head. 
100% cotton OSFA. Black.

WAP6700010PESS

Men’s T-shirt – Weissach
Sporty, modern Porsche short-sleeved T-shirt with a crew 
neck. Due to the regular fit, it sits comfortably and can be 
optimally styled. The print on the front shows a picture of 
the Weissach test track and coordinates. The double stitch-
ing on the sleeve hem rounds off the casual look of the 
high-quality T-shirt. 100% cotton Size M. Bordeaux Red.

WAP6720XS-3XL0PESS

Men’s sweat jacket – Weissach
High-quality look and feel: the Porsche sweat jacket from 
the Essential collection. The sweat jacket has a Weissach 
logo and the Weissach coordinates on the taped zip. 
The front features a 3D silicone print of the Porsche logo 
on the chest. Another print on the lower back shows an 
image of the Weissach test track. Zipped slash pockets 
offer space for keys and a smartphone. 
48% polyester/46% cotton/6% elastane. Size M. Black.

WAP6740XS-3XL0PESS
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Unisex beanie – connecting rod
The Porsche knitted beanie perfectly complements any 
casual outfit. Its wool/acrylic blend guarantees a soft feel. 
The woven label adds a stylish detail to the minimalist 
design. Comes in a reusable zip polybag with connecting 
rod print. 70% polyacrylic, 30% sheep’s wool. OSFA. Bor-
deaux Red.

WAP6700020PESS

Men’s T-shirt – connecting rod
Favourite item of clothing for a casual everyday look: the 
Porsche half-sleeved T-shirt with crew neck and connecting 
rod print. The Porsche silicone print in the neck area and a 
small story label on the hem of the back set subtle highlights. 
The sleeve and T-shirt hems are double-stitched. 100% cot-
ton Size M. White.

WAP670XS-3XL0PESS

Men’s hoodie – connecting rod 
Exclusive design, maximum comfort: the Porsche hoodie 
with a high-quality connecting rod print on the chest. 
The kangaroo pockets offer space for keys or a place 
to warm your hands. The soft, lined hood also provides 
optimum comfort. The high-quality metal eyelets for 
the wide hood cords and the loop label on the hem of 
the back set subtle yet exclusive accents. 
65% cotton, 35% polyester. Size M. Bordeaux Red.

WAP6730XS-3XL0PESS
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Men’s T-Shirt – crest 
Perfect cut, casual design: the T-shirt with a crew neck fea-
tures a print of the Porsche crest on the chest. The Porsche 
silicone print in the neck area and a small story label on the 
hem of the back set subtle highlights. The sleeve and 
T-shirt hems are double-stitched. 100% cotton Size M. 
Bordeaux Red.

WAP6710XS-3XL0PESS
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Women’s T-shirt – Porsche Crest
Porsche Crest trimmed with black rhinestones. 
95% cotton, 5% elastane. In black.

WAP7970XS–XXL0E 

Men’s Crest T-shirt
Sporty short-sleeved T-shirt with large Porsche Crest 
in a matt, tonal print on the chest for men. 100% cotton. 
In black.

WAP82100S–3XL0K 

Men’s Crest polo shirt
Piqué polo shirt with side slit and slightly longer rear. But-
tons with ‘PORSCHE’ logo. High-quality embroidered 
Porsche Crest on the chest. 100% cotton.

WAP59100S–3XL0B [white], 
WAP59200S–3XL0B [black] 
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 Porsche Crest cap unisex
100% cotton. With high-quality embroidered 
 Porsche Crest. Adjustable size. In white.

WAP0800040C 

 Porsche Crest cap unisex
100% cotton. With high-quality embroidered 
 Porsche Crest. Adjustable size. In black.

WAP0800050C 
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Men’s polo shirt
Piqué polo shirt with embroidered ‘PORSCHE’ logo on the front. Cuffed. 100% cotton.

WAP75000S–3XL0B [black], 
WAP75100S–3XL0B [white], 
WAP90900S–3XL0B [red] 
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Women’s polo shirt
Piqué polo shirt with embroidered ‘PORSCHE’ logo on the 
chest. Cuffs on sleeves. 96% cotton, 4% elastane. In black.

WAP7450XS–XXL0B 

Baseball cap 
100% polyester. Adjustable size. In black.

WAP0800020C 
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Multifunction scarf 
Seamless, versatile infinity scarf. With Porsche print and Crest label on the hem. Made from Coolmax fabric. 100% polyester. 
One-size-fits-all: 25 × 50cm.

WAP7270010MPOR 
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Men’s denim jacket – Essential Collection
Denim jacket including four badges to sew on. Buttoned 
cuffs and adjustable side tabs. ‘PORSCHE’ logo on the left 
breast. 100% cotton. In blue.

WAP7200XS-3XL0NPOR

Men’s quilted jacket – Essential Collection 
Lightly padded shirt jacket with baseball collar. Including 
four badges to sew on. Press stud panel and breast pockets 
with buttoned flap. Slightly rounded hem. Long sleeves 
with slit and cuffs with press stud. 100% polyester. In blue.

WAP7210XS-3XL0NPOR

Men’s hoodie – Essential Collection
Men’s hoodie. Porsche 911 sketch as flock print. 
Soft, comfortable sweat material. 65% cotton, 
35% polyester. In red.

WAP7220XS-3XL0NPOR
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Men’s T-shirt – Essential Collection
T-shirt with turned down short sleeves and crew neck. 
Porsche 911 sketch as flock print. 100% cotton. In white.

WAP7230XS-3XL0NPOR
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Women’s T-shirt – Porsche Collection
Short sleeves with turned down sleeve hem and crew neck. 
Decorative Crest badge. 95% cotton, 5% elastane. In white.

WAP7260XS-XXL0NPOR

Women’s hoodie – Essential Collection 
Short hoodie with a casual fit. Golden Porsche Crest print. 
Made from soft material. 77% cotton, 19% polyester, 
4% elastane. In black.

WAP7250XS-XXL0NPOR

Women’s quilted jacket – Essential Collection
Lightly padded shirt jacket with baseball collar. Including 
four badges to sew on. Press stud panel. Slightly rounded 
hem. 100% polyester. In khaki.

WAP7240XS-XXL0NPOR



Heritage 2.0 Collection

Allow us to introduce the new Heritage 
Collection from Porsche Lifestyle, which brings 
the 60s back not only to everyday life, but also 
to the hearts of fans and Porsche enthusiasts. 
The modern retro collection proves that while 
trends come and go, true style lasts forever.

With selected design elements, the new 
collection pays tribute to two icons: the new 
992 Sport Classic and its historical role model, 
the 911 Carrera RS 2.7. The legendary Pepita 
pattern – which often appeared in the 60s 
as a classic pattern on women’s suits – not 
only found its way into the interior of the new 
992 Sport Classic, it can now also be found 
once again in selected parts of this collection.
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Unisex leather gloves – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Leather glove with touchscreen function. Inspired by the clas-
sic driver’s glove. With conductive leather on the fingertips. 
Palms made of elastic fabric with tonal houndstooth print. 
Porsche stitching. Press stud. Double sizes: 
XS/S = 6½, S/M = 7½, M/L = 8½, L/XL = 9½. Top: 100% 
leather, bottom (machine-knit): 91% polyester/9% elastane. 
In Black.

WAP32400S-0XL0PHRT

Women’s reversible jacket – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Lightly padded, reversible jacket with a baseball collar. 
Two side pockets with press studs. Body with decorative 
houndstooth quilting or houndstooth embroidery. Badges: 
Icons of Cool and historical crest. Neck with Icons of Cool 
loop label fixed with zig zag stitch. Gold-coloured embroidered 
Porsche logo. Add-ons: purse, cleaning cloth for glasses and 
houndstooth silk shawl. Sizes: XS–XXL. Grey outer fabric 
(woven): 100% polyester, light brown outer fabric (woven): 
100% nylon, filling: 100% polyester, purse: 100% leather, 
scarf: 100% silk, cleaning cloth for glasses: 100% polyester.

WAP3230XS-XXL0PHRT

Men’s reversible jacket – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Lightly padded, reversible jacket with a baseball collar. 
Two side pockets with press studs. Body with decorative 
houndstooth quilting. Badges: Icons of Cool and historical 
crest. Neck with Icons of Cool loop label fixed with zig zag 
stitch. Gold-coloured embroidered Porsche logo. Add-ons: 
wallet, cleaning cloth for glasses. Sizes: XS–3XL. Grey outer 
fabric (woven): 100% polyester, light brown outer fabric 
(woven): 100% nylon, filling: 100% polyester, wallet: 
100% leather, cleaning cloth for glasses: 100% polyester.

WAP3220XS-3XL0PHRT
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Women’s polo shirt – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Short-sleeved polo shirt with a feminine cut in a houndstooth 
pattern. Badges on the shoulder and hem: Icons of Cool and 
historical crest. Neck decorated with Icons of Cool loop and 
gold-coloured Porsche badge. Gold-coloured embroidered 
Porsche logo. Sizes: XS–XXL. 65% polyester, 30% viscose, 
5% elastane (knitted). In Grey.

WAP3210XS-3XL0PHRT

Weekender bag – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Modern weekender bag in Grey. Gold-coloured Porsche 
logo. Luggage tag with Icons of Cool logo. High-quality 
leather straps and adjustable shoulder strap in Cognac-
coloured leather. Interior zip pocket with sewn-on Heritage 
Badge. Lining in Black with houndstooth quilting.

WAP0350150PHRT

Men’s polo shirt – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Short-sleeved polo shirt. Badges on the shoulder and hem: 
Icons of Cool and historical crest. Neck decorated with 
Icons of Cool loop and gold-coloured Porsche badge. 
Gold-coloured embroidered Porsche logo. Sizes: XS–3XL. 
97% cotton, 3% elastane (knitted). In Grey.

WAP3200XS-3XL0PHRT



101 Heritage 2.0 Collection

Slim wallet – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Slim wallet made of high-quality cowhide with embossed 
Porsche logo and textile stripes. Banknotes can be fixed 
in place in the slim wallet with elastic straps by simply 
opening and closing them. With three compartments for 
credit cards on the outside. In Grey. Made in Europe.

WAP0301500PFBW

Men’s wallet – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Men’s wallet made of high-quality cowhide with embossed 
Porsche logo and textile stripes. With coin pocket and various 
compartments. Banknote compartment with divider. In Grey. 
Made in Europe.

WAP0300350PHRT

Credit card case – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Credit card case made of high-quality cowhide with 
embossed Porsche logo and textile stripes. With eight 
compartments for credit cards and other compartments. 
Banknote compartment with divider. In Grey. 
Made in Europe.

WAP0300360PHRT



102 Heritage 2.0 Collection

Women’s purse – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Women’s purse made from high-quality cowhide with 
practical inner compartments. With embossed Porsche logo 
and textile stripes. Eight compartments for credit cards 
and business cards, banknote compartment and large zip 
compartment. In Grey. Made in Europe.

WAP0300340PHRT

Collector’s espresso cup no. 2 – 
Heritage 2.0 Collection
Porcelain collector’s espresso cup no. 2 in Heritage design. 
With lollipop, racing stripes and Icons of Cool logo. With 
gift packaging. Capacity: approx. 90 ml. Dishwasher-safe. 
Climate-neutral production. In Grey.

WAP0506020PHRT

Collector’s cup no. 2 – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Porcelain collector’s cup no. 2 in Heritage design. With 
lollipop, racing stripes and Icons of Cool logo. With gift 
packaging. Capacity: approx. 500 ml. Dishwasher-safe. 
Climate-neutral production. In Grey.

WAP0506010PHRT
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P´8508 sunglasses – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Retro style with a modern twist: these stainless steel 
aviator glasses are based on the famous P’8508 model. 
The temples are ultra flexible. Stainless steel. 
Blue grey/dark grey.

WAP0750010PHRT

Umbrella – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Stable guest umbrella with automatic opening. Grey cover with houndstooth pattern on six panels and gold-coloured 
Porsche logo on twoopposite panels. Polyester pongee cover material made from 100% recycled plastics, certified 
according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®. Windproof system. Diameter: approx. Ø 112cm. Ergonomically shaped handle 
with special coating and houndstooth embossing. Integrated, historic Porsche crest on the bottom of the handle. 
100% polyester pongee made from recycled plastic. 

WAP0500810PHKR
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Barrel seat – Heritage 2.0 Collection
Take a seat – and feel the race track: a real oil drum 
becomes a unique piece of furniture for all racing, Porsche 
and design fans. The high-quality film wrapping based on 
the design of the 911 Sport Classic is waterproof and weath-
erproof, making the barrel suitable for both indoor and out-
door use. The upholstered seat guarantees typical Porsche 
comfort everywhere.

WAP0501090RSPC



Racing Collection

A victory march. In a straight line. The legendary 
Porsche 956 took all the titles in the FIA World 
Sportscar Championship from 1982 to 1984 
in both the driver and manufacturer categories. 
The first pilot behind the wheel was Jürgen Barth,
who put the legendary racing car to the test in 
March 1982 on our own track in Weissach. After 
promising drives on home ground, he was off to 
France later that year, where he competed in 
the 24-hour race in Le Mans, taking third place. 
That’s not all: first and second place also went 
to Porsche and the 956.

In short, it was the beginning of a great success 
story that the Racing Collection continues with 
its choice of colours and design based on the 
iconic winner. Bringing this flair and dynamism 
to everyday life with sporty, casual outfits.



106 Racing Collection

Men’s T-shirt – Racing Collection 
Casual short-sleeved T-shirt. The badges, print design and 
shoulder and sleeve stripes are based on the design of the 
legendary Porsche 956, which took all the FIA World 
Sportscar Championship titles from 1982 to 1984 in both 
the driver and manufacturer categories. Racing print on the 
back. 100% cotton. In white.

WAP4500XS-3XL0NRTM

Women’s polo shirt – Racing Collection
Timeless polo shirt with v-neck. Badges and 
embellishments based on the design of the legendary 
Porsche 956 that took all the titles in the FIA World 
Sportscar Championship from 1982 to 1984 in both the 
driver and manufacturer categories. Large racing print on 
the back. Porsche logo on the chest. 95% cotton, 5% 
elastane. In blue.

WAP4520XS-XXL0NRTM

P´8910 sunglasses – Racing collection
Clear vision in a timeless design: the stylish Porsche 
sunglasses with grey lenses can be combined in a number 
of ways thanks to their sporty, elegant stainless steel frame. 
The Racing print on the temples complete the design.

WAP0789100PRAC



107 Racing Collection

Men’s polo shirt – Racing Collection
Timeless polo shirt with v-neck. Badges and embellishments 
based on the design of the legendary Porsche 956. 
Large racing print on the back. Porsche logo on the chest. 
100% cotton. In white. 

WAP4510XS-3XL0NRTM

Men’s jacket – Racing Collection
Lightly quilted jacket with stand-up collar and zip. Stand-up 
collar and hem with buckle. 1 chest pocket, 1 sleeve pocket, 
2 side pockets and 1 inside pocket. With Porsche push 
buttons and a chest strap inspired by the colours of the 
legendary Porsche 956, which took all the titles in the 
FIA Sportscar World Championship in the driver and 
manufacturer categories from 1982 to 1984. Large racing 
logo on the back. 100% polyester. In blue.

WAP4530XS-3XL0NRTM

Women’s jacket – Racing Collection
Casual jacket with baseball collar inspired by the legendary 
Porsche 956, which took all the titles in the FIA Sportscar 
World Championship in the driver and manufacturer 
categories from 1982 to 1984. With decorated strap, racing 
logo and pleats with red underlay. Front zip. Ribbed collar, 
sleeves and hem. 2 side pockets and 1 inside pocket. 100% 
polyester. In blue.

WAP4540XS-XXL0NRTM
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Collector’s Watch
Limited to 1,956 units. Three-hand watch inspired by the 956 in racing livery with Swiss Parts RONDA 515 movement. 
Waterproof up to 10 ATM. Stainless steel case with polished silver bezel. Mineral crystal with anti-reflection coating on one 
side. Silver brushed metal dial with racing logo at 9 o’clock. Super-LumiNova on the hour and minute hands. Date disc at 6 
o’clock. Crown and tube with bi-O’Ring system. Engraved Porsche crest on the crown. Fabric strap in racing design with 
leather on the inside. Coated stainless steel clasp with engraved ‘PORSCHE’ lettering. Engraved limited-edition number on 
the back of the case. With high-quality watch packaging in racing design. Strap width: 22mm. Strap length: 120/80mm. 
Diameter: 42mm. Made in Germany. In blue/silver/red/yellow.

WAP0701700N0CL

Trucker cap unisex – Racing Collection
Inspired by the legendary Porsche 956, which took all the 
titles in the FIA Sportscar World Championship in the driver 
and manufacturer categories from 1982 to 1984. Sandwich 
peak in red. Fastener with Porsche logo. One size fits all. 
Front panel and peak: 100% cotton; mesh: 100% polyester. 
In blue/white.

WAP4550010NRTM
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Set of two highball glasses – Racing Collection
Set of two high-quality highball glasses in legendary racing 
design. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. Volume per glass: 
approx. 450ml. Dishwasher safe. In blue/red/gold.

WAP0505030NRCG

956 grille badge – Racing Collection
Limited to 956 units. Inspired by the design of the 
legendary Porsche 956. Diameter: 95mm. Made of 95% 
zinc, 5% acrylic paint. In white/blue. Made in Germany.

WAP0508110NRCG
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Collector’s espresso duo no. 5 – Racing Collection
Espresso cup set no. 5 in ‘Racing’ design. Made of porcelain. 
Limited. Exclusive Porsche porcelain shape inspired by the 
Porsche Crest. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. With 
high-quality gift packaging. Dishwasher-safe. Made in Ger-
many. 

WAP0504020NRTH 

911 Motorsport bonnet – Racing Collection
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G Series] with 
original historic Porsche Crest. White with high-quality dec-
oration, inspired by popular motorsport paint finishes. Mag-
netic. Includes hanging device and drilling template 
to mount on the wall. Dimensions: approx. 120 × 130cm. 
Weight: approx. 15kg. Made to order. 

WAP0503000MSFG



Uncompromising lightweight construction, 
minimalist interior, higher top speeds. A legend 
today, the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 immediately 
captured hearts when it was introduced at 
the 1972 Paris Motor Show. Then it took to the 
roads. The RS 2.7 featured both front and 
rear spoilers for improving driving stability, 
while wheels of different widths on both axles 
allowed for increased cornering speeds. 

The sporty RS 2.7 Collection pays homage 
to the bright variety of colours of the 
911 Carrera RS 2.7 – and to the unique 
sports car icon itself.

RS 2.7 Collection



112 RS 2.7 Collection

Kid’s T-shirt – RS 2.7 Collection
Short-sleeved T-shirt with crew neck. Striped front with 
printed RS 2.7 Porsche logo, inspired by the bright variety 
of colours of the 911 Carrera RS 2.7, which was introduced 
at the 1972 Paris Motor Show. 100% cotton. In Grey.

WAP962098-1580PRS2

Kid’s hoodie – RS 2.7 Collection
Hoodie with RS 2.7 terry cloth applique and Porsche print. 
Porsche logo on the back. Green front, blue back. Colours 
inspired by the 911 Carrera RS 2.7, which was introduced 
at the 1972 Paris Motor Show. 50% cotton/50% polyester. 
In Green.

WAP961098-1580PRS2

Kid’s Cap – RS 2.7 Collection
Five-panel cap with printed RS 2.7 Porsche logo. Striped 
front, inspired by the bright variety of colours of the 
911 Carrera RS 2.7, which was introduced at the 1972 Paris 
Motor Show. Velcro fastener. One size (circumference 
approx. 54cm). 100% woven cotton.

WAP9600010PRS2



113 RS 2.7 Collection

Kid’s training jacket – RS 2.7 Collection
Training jacket with RS 2.7 Porsche logo. Stand-up collar. 
Two side pockets. Porsche logo on the back. Collection 
inspired by the 911 Carrera RS 2.7 which was introduced 
at the 1972 Paris Motor Show. 95% polyester/5% elastane. 
In Red/White.

WAP960098-1580PRS2



114 RS 2.7 Collection

Men’s T-shirt – RS 2.7 Collection
Casual short-sleeved T-shirt with raglan sleeves. With RS 2.7 
flock print on the front and Porsche print on the back. 
100% cotton. In khaki/white. 

WAP9500XS-3XL0NRS2

Cap unisex – RS 2.7 Collection
With RS 2.7 and Porsche logo in high-quality 3D stitching. 
Closing strap made of peak fabric. Metal clasp with Porsche 
logo. One size fits all. 100% polyester. In red/white/khaki. 

WAP9500010NRS2

Men’s T-shirt – RS 2.7 Collection
Casual short-sleeved T-shirt with raglan sleeves. With 
stripes and RS 2.7 Porsche logo print, inspired by the bright 
variety of colours of the Porsche 911 Carrera RS 2.7. 
100% cotton. In mottled grey.

WAP9510XS-3XL0NRS2
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Women’s T-shirt – RS 2.7 Collection
Casual short-sleeved T-shirt with raglan sleeves. With RS 2.7 
flock print on the front and Porsche print on the back. 
100% cotton. In red/white.

WAP9520XS-XXL0NRS2

Women’s training jacket – RS 2.7 Collection
Sporty sweat jacket with stand-up collar and two side 
pockets. With RS 2.7 print on the front and Porsche print 
on the back. 100% cotton. In white/red.

WAP9540XS-XXL0NRS2

Men’s training jacket – RS 2.7 Collection
Sporty sweat jacket with stand-up collar and two side 
pockets. With RS 2.7 print on the front and Porsche print 
on the back. 95% cotton, 5% elastane. In red/white.

WAP9530XS-3XL0NRS2
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Women’s hoodie – RS 2.7 Collection
Comfortable hoodie with a casual fit. With RS 2.7 terry cloth 
embroidery, Porsche print on the front and Porsche logo on 
the back. Made of soft material. 50% cotton, 50% polyester. 
In green/red.

WAP9560XS-XXL0NRS2

Men’s hoodie – RS 2.7 Collection
Comfortable hoodie with a casual fit. With RS 2.7 terry cloth 
embroidery, Porsche print on the front and Porsche logo on 
the back. Made of soft material. 50% cotton, 50% polyester. 
In blue/orange. 

WAP9550XS-3XL0NRS2
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PLAYMOBIL® play set – Porsche 911 Carrera RS 2.7
Porsche 911 Carrera RS 2.7 PLAYMOBIL® model with 
2 figurines [man and woman]. Removable roof to easily 
place the figurines in the car. The bonnet at the rear can be 
opened to reveal the 6-cylinder Boxer engine. With lots of 
accessories [picnic blanket, picnic case, map, apple, bottle, 
muffin, clock] and card with information about the vehicle. 
Not suitable for children under 36 months. In yellow. 

WAP0408030NRS2



Original, unusual and steeped in history. The 
design of the new 917 ‘Pink Pig’ Collection will 
bring a historic motorsport feeling straight to 
your home. And is a tribute to the legendary 
Porsche 917/20 that competed at Le Mans in 
1971, where it caused quite a stir – not least 
because of its imaginative paintwork, the 
‘Pink Pig’ design, that is also reflected on all 
the products in the new collection. And is 
guaranteed to turn every break into a pit stop.

917 ‘Pink Pig’ Collection
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Pocket umbrella – 917 ‘Pink Pig’ collection
Style and function in wind and weather: the double-automatic 
Porsche pocket umbrella in the legendary 917 Pink Pig Livery 
design not only looks good, but can also withstand gusts of 
wind thanks to the high-quality windproof system and robust 
aluminium poles. The ergonomically shaped soft-touch handle 
offers ideal grip in wet weather and is comfortable to hold.

WAP0500830PSAU

Backpack – 917 ‘Pink Pig’ 
A modern Porsche Lifestyle backpack in the popular Pink Pig 
design with red accents. With separate front pocket and a 
laptop compartment within the spacious inner compartment 
of the backpack. The hidden back pocket is a smart design 
detail that offers protection for valuables.

WAP0350130PROW 

Duffel bag – 917 ‘Pink Pig’
The stylish companion for the gym: Porsche sports bag in 
the popular Pink Pig design with red accents and detachable 
shoulder belt. The spacious main compartment includes 
a small inner zipped pocket for secure storage of personal 
items. Two side pockets offer additional space.

WAP0350110PROW 



120 917 ‘Pink Pig’ Collection

Thermo-insulated flask – 917 ‘Pink Pig’
Thermo-insulated flask made of double-walled stainless 
steel in the design of the legendary 917 ‘Pink Pig’. Fastener 
inspired by Porsche central locking. Volume: approx. 1.0l. In 
pink/red.

WAP0506900M917 

917 ‘Pink Pig’ fluffy blanket 
Cuddly fluffy blanket in the shape of a pig and in the legend-
ary 917 ‘Pink Pig’ design. 

WAP0400020M0ST 

917 ‘Pink Pig’ bonnet
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G model] with 
original historic Porsche crest. In pink with high-quality trim 
based on the legendary 917 ‘Pink Pig’. Magnetic. Includes 
hanging device and drilling template to mount on the wall. 
Size: approx. 120cm × 130cm. Weight: approx. 15kg. Made 
to order. 

WAP0503060NPKP



Ready for a makeover? Not only has the 
Formula E team been rebuilt together with 
the car, but the team clothing has also been 
revised. True to the motto, ‘Start from Zero’.

The Motorsport Replica Collection brings the 
style of the professionals directly to the fans, 
from head to toe. By the same token, the 
trainers designed by Puma and the cap are not 
strictly replicas, but rather original team wear 
of the Porsche team.

Every single member of the Porsche Motorsport 
family is ready to give everything to make up 
for the next hundredth of a second with one more 
idea and a little extra effort. A principle that the 
Replica Collection consistently pursues. 

Motorsport Replica 
Collection



122 Motorsport Replica Collection

Knitted pullover – Motorsport Replica 
Half-zip pullover with stand-up collar. Based on the original 
Porsche Motorsport team clothing. Porsche Motorsport and 
Boss logos embroidered on the chest. Boss logo embroidered 
on the back. 

WAP1210XS–3XL0PMSR



123 Motorsport Replica Collection

Men’s polo shirt – Motorsport Replica
Short-sleeved polo shirt in piqué with three buttons and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Boss logo embroidered on 
the chest and on the back. Design based on the original 
Porsche Motorsport team clothing. 95% cotton, 5% elastane.

WAP43200S-3XL0P0MS 
[black, with zipped chest pocket],
WAP43000S-3XL0P0MS [white] 
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Women’s polo shirt – Motorsport Replica
Short-sleeved polo shirt in piqué with three buttons and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Boss logo embroidered on 
the chest and on the back. Design based on the original 
Porsche Motorsport team clothing. 95% cotton, 5% elastane.

WAP4340XS-XXL0P0MS 
[black, with zipped chest pocket], 
WAP4310XS-XXL0P0MS [white] 



125 Motorsport Replica Collection

Unisex jacket – Motorsport Replica
Raincoat with stand-up collar and storable hood. Design 
based on the original Porsche Motorsport team clothing. 
Water column 5,000mm, breathability 5,000g/m²/24h, 
side, chest and inner pockets with zip. 100% polyester. 
In black/white.

WAP4380XS-3XL0P0MS 

Women’s softshell jacket – Motorsport Replica
Softshell jacket with stand-up collar, zipped side pockets, 
fleece inner and cuff-adjusters. Design based on the 
original Porsche Motorsport team clothing. Water column 
5,000mm, breathability 5,000g/m²/24h, side pockets 
with zip. 100% polyester. In black/white.

WAP4360XS-XXL0P0MS 

Men’s softshell jacket – Motorsport Replica
Softshell jacket with stand-up collar, zipped side pockets 
and fleece inner. Design based on the original 
Porsche Motorsport team clothing. Water column 
5,000mm, breathability 5,000g/m²/24h, side pockets 
with zip. 100% polyester. In black/white.

WAP43500S-3XL0P0MS 
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Baseball cap unisex – Motorsport Replica
Baseball cap with Velcro fastener. Design with 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet and Puma logo based 
on the original Porsche Motorsport team clothing. 
100% polyester. In white.

WAP4300010L0MS 

Unisex softshell gilet – Motorsport Replica
Softshell gilet with stand-up collar, zipped side pockets 
and fleece inner. Design based on the original 
Porsche Motorsport team clothing. Water column 
5,000mm, breathability 5,000g/m²/24h, side pockets 
with zip. 100% polyester. In black/white.

WAP4370XS-3XL0P0MS 



The race track offers exactly the right condi-
tions for Porsche to prove itself over and over 
again. New fanwear from Porsche Lifestyle 
is also being launched. Ultimately, we want to 
support our team as best we can. Because 
whether petrol or E-Performance: motorsport 
is and remains a team sport.

The sporty T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets and 
accessories boast a simple design that can 
also be seen away from the race track in any 
of the 12 cities. The characteristic black, red 
and white colors determine the look, making 
it unmistakable among motorsport fans. 
And the new collection also includes a flag 
for a fitting fan celebration, of course. 

Motorsport Fanwear 
Collection



128 Motorsport Fanwear Collection

Men’s polo shirt – Motorsport Fanwear
Polo shirt in jersey with three buttons and ‘PORSCHE MOT-
ORSPORT’ signet. With red piping 
on the shoulder yoke. 95% cotton, 5% elastane.

WAP80800S-3XL0LFMS [black]

Women’s T-shirt – Motorsport Fanwear
Short-sleeved T-shirt in jersey with three buttons and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Tonal, vertical ‘PORSCHE’ 
logo on the back. 95% cotton, 5% elastane. 

WAP8120XS-XXL0LFMS [black] 
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Women’s polo shirt – Motorsport Fanwear
Short-sleeved polo shirt with three buttons and V-shaped 
piping. ‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet on the front and 
tonal Porsche logo on the back. 95% cotton, 5% elastane. 
In black/red.

WAP1260XS-XXL0NFMS

Women’s jacket – Motorsport Fanwear 
Light softshell jacket with stand-up collar and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Warm fleece lining. 
Mesh insert on the shoulders and upper arms. Sporty divid-
ing seams and V-shaped piping. With two side 
pockets and two breast pockets with zips. 
86% polyester, 14% elastane. In red/black.

WAP1210XS-XXL0NFMS

Men’s polo shirt – Motorsport Fanwear
Short-sleeved polo shirt with two buttons. 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet on the front and 
tonal Porsche logo on the back. Mesh insert on the shoul-
ders and sleeves. 95% cotton, 5% elastane. 
In black/red.

WAP1250XS-3XL0NFMS



130 Motorsport Fanwear Collection

Men’s jacket – Motorsport Fanwear 
Lightweight softshell jacket with stand-up collar and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Warm fleece lining. 
Mesh insert on the shoulders and upper arms. Sporty divid-
ing seams and V-shaped piping. With two side 
pockets and two breast pockets with zips. 
86% polyester, 14% elastane. In black/red.

WAP1200XS-3XL0NFMS

Jacket – Motorsport Fanwear Collection
Lightweight stretch jacket with multiple Formula E team 
logos. With warm fleece lining, two side pockets with zips 
and stand-up collar. Unisex. In red/white/black.

WAP1270XS-3XL0NFMS

T-shirt – Motorsport Fanwear
Short-sleeved T-shirt with crew neck and original 
Formula E team logo. In black.

WAP1280XS-3XL0NFMS
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Unisex hoodie – Motorsport Fanwear 
Casual hoodie adorned with large ‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ 
signet. With pocket and sporty dividing seams. Mesh insert 
on the shoulders and upper arm.

WAP1240XS-3XL0NFMS

Unisex windbreaker – Motorsport Fanwear
Lightweight windbreaker with drawstring hood. Hem 
with adjustable elasticated band made from tear-resistant 
ripstop material. Side pockets and one upper arm pocket 
with zip. With mesh lining. Outer fabric: 100% polyamide. 
Sleeve lining: 100% polyester. Body and hood lining: 
100% polyester. In black/red.

WAP1230XS-3XL0NFMS
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Baseball cap unisex – Motorsport Fanwear
Perforated five-panel baseball cap with snap-back fastener and ‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. 
At the back, there is a button with ‘PORSCHE’ logo in the middle. 100% polyester.

WAP8000010LFMS [black],
WAP8000020LFMS [red]

Drinking bottle – Motorsport Fanwear 
Semi-transparent drinking bottle with screw cap and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. Ideal for on the road 
and on the race track. Capacity: approx. 735ml. 
Dishwasher-safe.

WAP0501270NFMS 



133 Motorsport Fanwear Collection

Backpack – Motorsport Fanwear
Backpack with laptop slide-in compartment. Front com-
partment with zip pockets and spacious mesh pockets on the 
sides. Padding on the straps and back. With 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. 100% polyester. In black.

WAP0350030LFMS 

Pull bag – Motorsport Fanwear
Lightweight backpack in classic gym bag design with draw-
string shoulder strap. With exterior zip pocket and 
‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. 100% polyester. 
In black.

WAP0350010LFMS 

Flag – Motorsport Fanwear
Fan flag with ‘PORSCHE MOTORSPORT’ signet. 
Dimensions: 90 × 60cm. 100% polyester. In black. 
Made in Germany.

WAP0500070LFMS 
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Baby romper – Motorsport
Long baby romper inspired by the Porsche Motorsport 
team clothing. With feet and press studs on the front and 
on one leg. One size available [age 3–6 months]. 
100% cotton. Incl. gift packaging. In black/white/red.

WAP4300620K 



Show your true colors. But not just to anybody, 
to none other than the  Porsche 917 which, 
bearing the number 23, brought home the first 
Le Mans victory for  Porsche against all odds. 

The 917 Salzburg Collection pays homage to 
this legendary race and its winner: it not only 
evokes its red and white paintwork and start 
number, but its sporty, modern designs has a 
little something for everyone – no matter your 
age. Show off your fascination for the living 
legend – and put your foot down. Whether in 
everyday life, in your free time, on the road or 
at home. 

917 Salzburg Collection 
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Table clock – 917 Salzburg
A piece of contemporary history: the table clock with a dial 
in the 917 Salzburg design was designed based on the Sport 
Chrono clock in the vehicle. The 917 Salzburg emblem deco-
rates the back of the clock. The time is shown in both ana-
logue and digital form on the LCD display. In addition, the 
clock boasts a calendar display with two selectable formats 
and a countdown function. A special highlight for all Porsche 
fans is the original engine sound as an alarm tone.

WAP0709170PTUS

Sunglasses P´8642 – 917 Salzburg
Modern, timeless sunglasses from  Porsche Design in 
917 Salzburg Collection look. In stainless steel. In red/white 
with ‘ PORSCHE DESIGN’ logo on the lens and temples. 
Lenses: silver mirrored. Made in Italy.

WAP0786420M917 

Thermos cup – 917 Salzburg
Performance on cold and warm days: the double-walled 
Porsche thermos cup made of stainless steel not only keeps 
beverages hot or cold, but is also a real eye-catcher with its 
famous 917 Salzburg Livery design. The body of the cup is 
adorned with the Porsche crest, the lid has an embossed 
Porsche logo and is also 100% leak-proof. This makes the 
cup, with a capacity of approx. 460 ml, the ideal companion 
when you’re on the go. Also ideal as a gift for any Porsche 
fan thanks to the high-quality packaging. Red/White.

WAP0506170P917



137 917 Salzburg Collection

Pure Watch – Limited Edition – 917 Salzburg
Limited to 1,917 units. Three-hand watch with Swiss parts 
movement. Waterproof up to 5ATM. Stainless steel with 
black PVD coating. Mineral glass with anti-glare coating on 
one side. Red metal dial with the familiar white racing ‘lolli-
pop’ and black start number 23. Porsche 917 logo at 
9 o’clock, date display at 6 o’clock. Black/Anthracite fabric 
strap. PVD-coated stainless steel clasp with engraved 
‘PORSCHE’ logo. Strap assembly with two spring pins. 
Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. With high-quality watch 
packaging. Diameter: 42mm. Made in Germany. 

WAP0700030M917 

911 Salzburg bonnet 
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G Series] with 
original historic Porsche Crest. Red with high-quality dec-
oration in the style of the legendary 917 Salzburg livery. 
Magnetic. Includes hanging device and drilling template 
to mount on the wall. Dimensions: approx. 120 × 130cm. 
Weight: approx. 15kg. Made to order.

WAP0503010MSFB 
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Porsche 917 Salzburg wooden car
Wooden toy car. Shape and colour are based on the 
legendary Porsche 917 Salzburg. Length: approx. 12cm. 
100% wood. For children aged 2 and over. 
Made in Europe.

WAP0407000PHZA

Ravensburger GT3 Cup Salzburg Design 3D puzzle
3D puzzle of the 911 GT3 Cup in the famous Salzburg livery 
with starting number 23. Puzzle consists of 108 individually 
shaped pieces and features EasyClick technology. With 
illustrated instructions and moving wheels. For all race car 
drivers between the ages of 10 and 99. In red/white.

WAP0400040MPCS

Computer mouse – 917 Salzburg
Wireless connection: this mouse in the red and white design 
of the legendary Porsche 917 with start number 23 can be 
easily connected to a PC via a wireless connection. Its ergo-
nomic design means that you can work comfortably even 
over long distances. 

WAP0508110M917 



Urban Explorer Collection

‘Either... or’ is not an option in this collection. The 
Urban Explorer Collection has been developed to 
shape the future with the doers of tomorrow. 

The collection is designed for the specific needs 
of business travellers. The high-quality clothing 
for men and women combines wearing comfort 
with a stylish look that guarantees a confident 
appearance, even after intercontinental flights. 

The modern cuts captivate with functional 
details. Air intakes ensure optimum ventilation, 
hidden zip pockets provide space for cash and 
credit cards.

The combination of carefully selected materials, 
muted colors and ingenious design makes the 
Urban Explorer Collection the ideal companion 
on the way to your next challenge. Flexible, ambi-
tious and ready to follow your own ideas into 
the future.
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2-in-1 travel bag – Urban Travel 
The Porsche 2-in-1 travel bag: practical and stylish in equal 
measure. Can be used as a travel bag or backpack. With 
Porsche logo on the front. Water-repellent material. 
Separate laptop compartment and business organiser. 
Padded back and trolley link. Black.

WAP0355100PUTB

Backpack – Urban Travel 
Smart business backpack from Porsche made from 
waterproof material. With separate laptop compartment 
and business organiser. Adjustable shoulder straps and 
padded back with trolley link. Black.

WAP0355110PUTR

Travel bag – Urban Explorer Collection
It’s all in the bag: the large travel bag with spacious main 
compartment offers room for everything that is important 
on long road trips and short excursions. With an additional 
compartment for shoes and a detachable accessory pocket. 
100% polyester. In Anthracite with black and red details.

WAP0352010NUEX 



An eBike that is fun and at the same time has 
a serious, streamlined appearance: the new 
Porsche Cross eBike guides you safely through 
everyday life, but only unleashes its true power 
off the asphalt. Every single one of its high-
quality components was designed for rough 
terrain. The signature of our experienced partner, 
Rotwild, is clearly noticeable. Whether on 
extended tours or trail adventures – discover 
the adrenaline-charged Porsche feeling on two 
wheels.

The new Porsche Sport eBike not only emulates 
the legendary flyline of the 911 in its design, it 
was also manufactured with the same passion 
for detail. The high level of component integra-
tion ensures an ideal balance between perfor-
mance and elegance. Not only can you enjoy 
efficiency and style on your way around the city, 
but you also have the ideal companion ready to 
embark on your next tour. Ready to electrify 
your personal lifestyle.

Porsche eBikes
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Porsche eBike Sport 2023
Porsche eBike Sport with carbon frame, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. 
Developed in cooperation with ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP066EBT0P00S [Size S] 
WAP066EBT0P00M [Size M] 
WAP066EBT0P00L [Size L]

Porsche eBike Cross 2023
Porsche electric mountain bike with carbon frame, powerful Shimano motor and 504 Wh 
battery. Developed in cooperation with ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP066EBS0P00S [Size S] 
WAP066EBS0P00M [Size M] 
WAP066EBS0P00L [Size L]
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Porsche eBike Cross Performance 2023
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP061EEU0P00S [Size S] 
WAP061EEU0P00M [Size M] 
WAP061EEU0P00L [Size L]

Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Ruby Star Neo
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU10P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU10P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU10P00L [Size L]
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Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Ice Grey Metallic
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU20P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU20P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU20P00L [Size L]

Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Mamba Green Metallic
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU30P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU30P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU30P00L [Size L]
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Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Carmine Red
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU40P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU40P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU40P00L [Size L]

Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Shade Green Metallic
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU50P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU50P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU50P00L [Size L]
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Porsche eBike Cross Performance EXC 2023 – Shark Blue
High-performance electric mountain bike from Porsche with weight-optimised carbon frame 
and handlebar, powerful Shimano motor and 630 Wh battery. Developed in cooperation with 
ROTWILD, frame design by Studio F. A. Porsche.

WAP062EU60P00S [Size S] 
WAP062EU60P00M [Size M] 
WAP062EU60P00L [Size L]
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Porsche Sport eBike
Porsche eBike developed in cooperation with Rotwild with 
frame design created by Studio F. A. Porsche. Maximum 
e-performance thanks to the powerful Shimano motor and 
Magura MCi brakes.

WAP064EBT0P00S [Size S]
WAP064EBT0P00M [Size M]
WAP064EBT0P00L [Size L]
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Porsche Cross eBike
Porsche eBike developed in cooperation with Rotwild with 
frame design created by Studio F. A. Porsche. Maximum 
e-performance thanks to the powerful Shimano motor and 
chassis components from Fox.

WAP064EBS0P00S [Size S]
WAP064EBS0P00M[Size M]
WAP064EBS0P00L [Size L]



You don’t follow trends to become a style icon, 
you set them. Just like Porsche Design did in 
1978 with its legendary aviator sunglasses 
featuring interchangeable lenses. The remake 
of this design classic is now available in the 
Porsche Lifestyle shop, together with other 
selected sun and reading glasses from 
Porsche Design.

Not only the design of the exclusive eyewear 
is stylish, but also the performance: the high-
quality plastic lenses in the sunglasses, for 
example, provide 100% UV protection, while 
high-performance materials ensure optimum 
stability that can effortlessly withstand all the 
challenges of a sporty lifestyle.

Glasses
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Sunglasses P´8478 A
When they came out in 1978, the P´8478 sunglasses 
by Porsche Design were the world’s first sunglasses 
with an interchangeable lens mechanism. Over six million 
pairs were sold. These true-to-the-original reproductions 
made of high-tech materials are also available from 
Porsche Lifestyle. The exclusive Porsche Design sunglasses 
come with a set of interchangeable lenses. Titanium frame. 
Lenses made of polycarbonate with 100% UV protection. 
Frame: in light gold color. Lenses: in brown. Interchangeable 
lenses: in light blue/mirrored silver.

WAP0784780JA69 

Sunglasses P´8478 B
When they came out in 1978, the P´8478 sunglasses 
by Porsche Design were the world’s first sunglasses 
with an interchangeable lens mechanism. Over six million 
pairs were sold. These true-to-the-original reproductions 
made of high-tech materials are also available from 
Porsche Lifestyle. The exclusive Porsche Design sunglasses 
come with a set of interchangeable lenses. Titanium frame. 
Lenses made of polycarbonate with 100% UV protection. 
Frame: titanium. Lenses: in mirrored gradient grey/silver. 
Interchangeable lenses: in green.

WAP0784780JB69 

Sunglasses P´8508 C
Retro design, stylishly reinterpreted. The Porsche Design 
aviator sunglasses are also available from Porsche 
Lifestyle. With ultra-flexible arms. Stainless steel frame. 
Lenses made of polycarbonate with 100% UV protection. 
Frame: Palladium. Lenses: in olive/mirrored silver.

WAP0785080JC62 
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Sunglasses P´8565 D
Minimalist and sporty at the same time. The P´8565 sun-
glasses, the introductory model to the Porsche Design sun-
glasses collection, are also available from Porsche Lifestyle. 
Their frame is particularly light and flexible. Stainless steel 
frame. Lenses made of polycarbonate 
with 100% UV protection. Frame: in Titanium. 
Lenses: in black.

WAP0785650JA63 

Sunglasses P´8565 A
Minimalist and sporty at the same time. The P´8565 sun-
glasses, the introductory model to the Porsche Design sun-
glasses collection, are also available from Porsche Lifestyle. 
Their frame is particularly light and flexible. Stainless steel 
frame. Lenses made of polycarbonate with 100% UV protec-
tion. Frame: in black. Lenses: in green.

WAP0785650JA63 



Over 70 years of Porsche Motorsport 
experience have made one thing very clear: 
when one second can be the difference 
between victory and defeat, uncompromising 
precision is everything. A standard that is set 
by Porsche even off the race track. For example, 
in the watches of the Porsche Lifestyle.

As an unusual Limited Edition or extremely 
versatile version thanks to an interchangeable 
strap. Uncompromisingly sporty or puristic 
and elegant. The combination of cutting-edge 
technology, high-quality materials and time-
less design turns the watches from Porsche 
Lifestyle into exclusive lifestyle products that 
match the purest of sports car enthusiasm.

Watches
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*The WAP numbers are market specific. The specified WAP number 

is valid for the following regions: Europe, Middle East and Africa.

Porsche x Garmin Epix 2 smartwatch
GPS multisport smartwatch with unique Porsche details: 
design and function in the fast lane. With extensive health 
functions and international topographic maps. Can be 
personalised with the Porsche crest or Porsche vehicle 
logos. Strap width 22mm, diameter 47mm. 16 days of 
battery life. Waterproof up to 10 ATM. With charging cable 
and high-quality watch packaging.

WAP0709070PSMW*

Porsche Carbon Composite Chronograph 
Lightweight sports chronograph with a carbon composite 
case. Swiss Ronda movement with 13 jewels. Waterproof 
up to 5ATM. Scratch-resistant glass with sapphire coating 
on one side. Hour and minute hands as well as indices with 
white Super-LumiNova. Three totalisators. Integrated stop 
function. Rubber strap with honeycomb structure on the 
top and tyre markings embossed on the underside. 
Satin-finished stainless steel pin clasp with engraved 
‘PORSCHE’ logo. Strap assembly with two stainless steel 
spring pins. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. In high-quality 
gift packaging. Diameter: 42mm.

WAP0700050MCRB 

Classic chronograph – Turbo
Classic chronograph with RONDA movement and four jew-
els. Silver-colored metal dial with details in blue and red, 
plus the ‘turbo’ logo. Sapphire crystal with anti-reflection 
coating on one side. Stainless steel case with a fine satin 
finish. Waterproof up to 10ATM. Tube and crown screwed 
and polished. Night Blue fabric strap with length adjustment. 
Strap width: 22mm. Stainless steel clasp with engraved 
‘PORSCHE’ logo. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. With 
high-quality watch packaging. Height: 12mm. Diameter: 
44mm. Swiss made.

WAP0700880LCLC 
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Chronograph 718 RS 60 Spyder 
Chronograph inspired by the legendary Porsche 718 RS 
60 Spyder. Swiss RONDA movement with four jewels. 
Black metal dial with silver-colored rings and Burgundy Red 
and off-white details based on the interior equipment of the 
historic race car. Super-LumiNova on the hour and minute 
hands and indices. Integrated stop function. Three totalisa-
tors. Black leather strap with red stitching, analogous to the 
color of the vehicle seats. Stainless steel clasp with engraved 
‘PORSCHE’ logo. With high-quality watch packaging. Diame-
ter: 44mm. Swiss made.

WAP0700020M718 

Chronograph Race
Miyota OS30 movement. Super-LumiNova on the hour and 
minute hands. Integrated stop function. Stainless steel 
clasp with engraved ‘PORSCHE’ logo. With high-quality 
watch packaging. Diameter: 42mm. Made in Germany.

WAP0700090NRAC 



Porsche sports cars are known for their extraor-
dinary performance, unmistakable design and 
exclusive equipment. But above all, it is their 
intelligent overall concept that makes them 
stand out. The luggage from Porsche Lifestyle 
extends this concept to the luggage compart-
ment: to match the latest fashion collections in 
the form of extremely high-quality leisure bags, 
nostalgic classics or sports equipment.

The luggage ranges from Porsche Lifestyle 
combine modern, robust materials with practical 
interior compartments and an uncompromisingly 
sporty look. Whether in the form of an extremely 
functional 2-in-1 version that can be used both 
as a backpack and a travel bag, as an elegant 
weekender with leather trim or featuring the 
stylish MARTINI RACING® look – every item 
encourages wanderlust. Because one thing is 
clear: Porsche fans simply have no intention 
of standing still.

For volume options showing how many items of 
luggage fit into which Porsche model, please 
refer to page 239.

Luggage
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2 in 1 Messenger Bag & Rucksack – 
Essential Collection
Practical 2-in-1 bag that can be worn as a bag or backpack. 
Made from recycled material, from 16 plastic bottles. Dura-
ble, easy-care material. With Porsche logo on the front. 
Main compartment with organiser, e.g. for smartphone and 
keys, and padded compartment for tablet or laptop. In black.

WAP0359450NSCH 

Backpack – Cayman
Stylish on the go: the Porsche Lifestyle roll-top backpack 
made of tarpaulin material combines design and function. 
The spacious main compartment, a separate laptop 
compartment and various slot and zipped compartments 
for smaller accessories such as keys and wallets offer 
plenty of storage space. The front bears the Porsche crest 
and the three-dimensional Cayman brand logo with a blue 
background. The padded back made of mesh material and 
the ergonomically shaped, padded shoulder straps ensure 
optimal carrying comfort. The additional zip compartments 
with blue zip tape on the front are a visual highlight and 
offer additional storage space. Black.

WAP0350020PCAY

Backpack – Boxster
Stylish on the go: the Porsche Lifestyle roll-top backpack 
made of tarpaulin material combines design and function. 
The spacious main compartment, a separate laptop 
compartment and various slot and zipped compartments 
for smaller accessories such as keys and wallets offer 
plenty of storage space. The front bears the Porsche crest 
and the three-dimensional Boxster brand logo with a blue 
background. The padded back made of mesh material and 
the ergonomically shaped, padded shoulder straps ensure 
optimal carrying comfort. The additional zip compartments 
with blue zip tape on the front are a visual highlight and 
offer additional storage space. Black.

WAP0350040PBXS
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 M
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. Dimen-
sions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium handle 
for easier loading into the luggage compartments. Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle and 
mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 33l. 
Weight: approx. 3.2kg. Dimensions: approx. 55 × 40 × 20cm. In Agate Grey

WAP0354010LM7S 

Backpack, black – Essential Collection
Practical backpack made from recycled material, from 
15 plastic bottles. Durable, easy-care material. With Porsche 
logo on the front. Main compartment with organiser, e.g. for 
smartphone and keys, and padded compartment for tablet 
or laptop. In black. 

WAP0350080NSCH 
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 M
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 33l. 
Weight: approx. 3.2kg. Dimensions: approx. 55 × 40 × 20cm. 
In Carrara White. 

WAP0354010LB9A 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 M
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 33l. 
Weight: approx. 3.2kg. Dimensions: approx. 55 × 40 × 20cm. 
In GT Silver. 

WAP0354010LM7Z 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 M
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 33l. 
Weight: approx. 3.2kg. Dimensions: approx. 55 × 40 × 20cm. 
In matt black.

WAP0354010LR01 
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic 
handle and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven 
PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: 
approx. 74l. Weight: approx. 4.6kg. Dimensions: approx. 
60.5 × 38.5 × 40cm. In Carrara White. 

WAP0354000LB9A 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic 
handle and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven 
PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: 
approx. 74l. Weight: approx. 4.6kg. Dimensions: approx. 
60.5 × 38.5 × 40cm. In Agate Grey. 

WAP0354000LM7S 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 M
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 33l. 
Weight: approx. 3.2kg. Dimensions: approx. 55 × 40 × 20cm. 
In Guards Red. 

WAP0354010L84A 
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic 
handle and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven 
PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: 
approx. 74l. Weight: approx. 4.6kg. Dimensions: approx. 
60.5 × 38.5 × 40cm. In GT Silver. 

WAP0354000LM7Z 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic 
handle and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven 
PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: 
approx. 74l. Weight: approx. 4.6kg. Dimensions: approx. 
60.5 × 38.5 × 40cm. In matt black. 

WAP0354000LR01 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 74l. 
Weight: approx. 4.6kg. Dimensions: approx. 60.5 × 38.5 × 
40cm. In Guards Red. 

WAP0354000L84A 
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XXL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. Dimen-
sions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium handle 
for easier loading into the luggage compartments. Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle and mesh 
zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 80l. Weight: 
approx. 5.1kg. Dimensions: approx. 74 × 49 × 27.5cm. In matt black.

WAP0354020LR01 

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XXL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 80l. 
Weight: approx. 5.1kg. Dimensions: approx. 74 × 49 × 27.5cm. 
In Agate Grey.

WAP0354020LM7S 
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PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition 2.0 XXL
Robust, ultralight Multiwheel® suitcase in polycarbonate. 
The case shells react flexibly under pressure and give way. 
Dimensions adapted to the storage spaces of Porsche 
sports cars, suitable for all model series. Special aluminium 
handle for easier loading into the luggage compartments. 
Recessed TSA lock, infinitely adjustable telescopic handle 
and mesh zip pockets inside. Lining with woven PORSCHE 
logo. TÜV tested. Five-year guarantee. Volume: approx. 80l. 
Weight: approx. 5.1kg. Dimensions: approx. 74 × 49 × 27.5cm. 
In Guards Red.

WAP0354020L84A 



Whether it’s the first edition of a work of 
world literature or a painting from a modern 
master – we are particularly drawn to 
originals. Porsche Originals are no exception.

With the fine lifestyle accessories, the ideas 
of Porsche engineers and designers find their 
way into the offices and living rooms of dis-
cerning sports car enthusiasts. Because the 
Porsche Originals are original vehicle parts that 
have been intelligently repurposed to add a 
dose of sports cars to every day life.

Porsche Originals
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911 Soundbar 2.0 Pro
From 0 to goosebumps – in one sound curve. With the 911 Soundbar 2.0 Pro, strictly limited to 150 pieces and made from 
the original Porsche 992 GT3 exhaust system. The 2.1.2 virtual surround sound system has a system output of 300 watts, 
4K-compatible HDMI connections, Bluetooth 5.0, Dolby Atmos, DTS-HD, streaming with Apple AirPlay 2 and GOOGLE® 
Chromecast built-in for multiroom. The soundbar is equipped with in-room multi-channel streaming technology for 
integrating the 911 Soundbar Special Edition, the 911 Soundbar Final Edition and future new Porsche Originals sound 
products. You can either hang it on the wall or stand it on the included base. Made in Germany.

WAP0509110NSDB

911 Speaker 2.0
Porsche Lifestyle high-end Bluetooth speaker: impressive 
sound in an exclusive design. Featuring Qualcomm® aptX™ 
HD and in-room wireless technology. Battery life up to 
16 hours. Dimensions approx. 215 x 99 x 95mm. 
Weight: approx. 1.1 kg. Including case.

WAP0501100PSPK
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911 Spotlight Classic
Spot on! The exclusive 911 spotlight not only lights up the 
dark, it also features a smart design highlight. The spotlight 
is made from a red genuine part oil filter with original black 
printing and and can be switched on and off using the touch 
function in the base. LED with 3,500 Kelvin and 160 lumens. 
Made in Germany. Red/Black.

WAP0505200PSPL

911 Exclusive Manufaktur bonnet
Original bonnet of the historic Porsche 911 [G Series] with 
original historic Porsche Crest. Golden Yellow Metallic with 
high-quality stripe decoration in black. Magnetic. Includes 
hanging device and drilling template to mount on the wall. 
Dimensions: approx. 120 × 130cm. Weight: approx. 15kg. 
Made to order. 

WAP0503050MEXC
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Wheel rim wall clock
Wall clock made from an original rim in the RS Spyder 
Design of the current Porsche 911. Super-LumiNova hands 
glow in the dark. Elegant element with ‘PORSCHE’ logo. 
Includes wall mount. Weight: approx. 8.7kg. 

WAP0700110L 
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Bookend
Made from an original  Porsche 911 Carrera brake disc. 
Mounted on a steel bracket coated in black. With rubber 
feet. Fully reversible. Made in Germany. 

WAP0500020F 
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Wall shelving GT3 Cup
Original 911 GT3 Cup [991] rear spoiler. With ‘PORSCHE’ 
logo on the sides. With newly developed, black anodised 
aluminium brackets for convenient wall mounting. Carbon 
wings, painted in black. Weight: approx. 4–5kg. Max. load: 
120kg. Dimensions [without brackets]: 171 × 30 × 15cm. 
Made in Germany. 

WAP0500060E 
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911 pen holder
High-quality pen holder with original tailpipe trim of 
the Porsche 911 Carrera [992] sports exhaust system. 
90 % aluminium, 10 % plastic. In black. Incl. gift packaging. 
Made in Germany. 

WAP0502000MSTH 



The Porsche feeling: on your way to and from 
work. As well as the time between, thanks to 
home and office accessories from Porsche 
Lifestyle. Because for everyone for whom time 
behind the wheel is often too little, Porsche 
Lifestyle provides sporty accessories for 
everyday use. With office equipment, charming 
kitchen gadgets and exclusive accessories 
that afford sports car enthusiasm the space it 
deserves.

Home and Office
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Thermal Mug black powder-coated
High performance to go: the double-walled Porsche thermal 
mug keeps hot beverages warm and cold beverages cool. The 
body of the cup is decorated with the Porsche crest, and the 
lid with the embossed PORSCHE logo. The powder coating 
makes the mug particularly robust. The high-quality packag-
ing also makes it ideal as a gift for all Porsche fans. The cup 
with a capacity of approx. 460 ml is the ideal companion for 
on the road.

WAP0506250RTHB 

New

Stainless steel Thermos Cup
High-quality insulated thermos cup for hot and cold 
beverages. Made of double-walled stainless steel, with a 
leak-proof lid. The body of the mug is adorned by a Porsche 
crest and the lid has an embossed Porsche logo. Comes in 
high-quality gift packaging. Volume approx. 500 ml.

WAP0500640PTBE 

Rubystar Red Thermos Cup
High-quality Porsche thermos cup, for hot and cold 
beverages. Volume approx. 460 ml.

WAP0506150PTBR
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XL thermos cup
High performance on both warm and cold days: the XL dou-
ble-walled Porsche thermo-insulated cup keeps hot bever-
ages warm and cold beverages cool. The Porsche crest 
adorns the body while the lid carries the embossed Porsche 
logo. The modern, timeless design, the 100% leak-proof lid, 
the robust powder coating and the large volume make the 
thermos cup the perfect companion, even on longer trips. 
Thanks to the high-quality packaging, it is also an ideal gift 
for all Porsche fans.

WAP0502000PTHB 

XL thermos cup
High performance on both warm and cold days: the XL dou-
ble-walled Porsche thermo-insulated cup keeps hot bever-
ages warm and cold beverages cool. The Porsche crest 
adorns the body while the lid carries the embossed Porsche 
logo. The modern, timeless design, the 100% leak-proof lid, 
the robust powder coating and the large volume make the 
thermos cup the perfect companion, even on longer trips. 
Thanks to the high-quality packaging, it is also an ideal gift 
for all Porsche fans.

WAP0502010PTHB 

XL thermos cup
High performance on both warm and cold days: the XL dou-
ble-walled Porsche thermo-insulated cup keeps hot beverag-
es warm and cold beverages cool. The Porsche crest adorns 
the body while the lid carries the embossed Porsche logo. 
The modern, timeless design, the 100% leak-proof lid, the 
robust powder coating and the large volume make the ther-
mos cup the perfect companion, even on longer trips. 
Thanks to the high-quality packaging, it is also an ideal gift 
for all Porsche fans.

WAP0502020PTHB
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Thermo Mug XL
High-quality thermo-insulated cup made from dou-
ble-walled stainless steel, powder-coated in black. Leak-
proof lid. With Porsche Crest on the body and embossed 
‘PORSCHE’ logo on the lid. Keeps hot drinks warm and cold 
drinks cool. Volume: approx. 900ml.

WAP0500680M002 

Thermo Mug
High-quality thermo-insulated cup made from dou-
ble-walled stainless steel. Leakproof lid. With the Porsche 
Crest on the body and embossed ‘PORSCHE’ logo on the lid. 
Keeps hot drinks warm and cold drinks cool. Volume: 
approx. 450ml.

WAP0500630H [black],
WAP0500640H [stainless steel]

Thermally insulated flask
Made of double-walled stainless steel. With the 
Porsche Crest on the body and the closure inspired 
by the central locking mechanism on Porsche models. 
Capacity: approx. 1l. 

WAP0500620K 



Two-piece set of long drink glasses, Crest
With monochrome Porsche Crest in a set of two. 
Volume: approx. 450ml. Dishwasher-safe.

WAP0505010NLGL 
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Glass decanter
With monochrome Porsche Crest. Design by Studio 
F. A. Porsche. The design of the lid is inspired by the 
Porsche fuel filler cap. The spout can be opened and 
closed with a 90° turn. Volume: approx. 1.4l.

WAP0505020NKGL 

Wappen Longdrinkgläser 2er-Set
Mit monochromem Porsche Wappen im 2er-Set. Fas-
sungsvermögen: ca. 450 ml. Spülmaschinengeeignet.

WAP0505010NLGL | EUR 35,00*
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Crest ice cube tray 
Ice cube tray in Porsche crest design. Also suitable for 
making pralines. Made of silicone.

WAP0500160M0CR

Salt and pepper mill
Porsche salt and pepper mill with high-quality ceramic 
grinder in a set of 2. With lasered Porsche logo, and 
Drive Mode detailing on the top. Black.

WAP0500140PSUP

Tissue box
Always ready to hand: Designed for the drinks holder, 
the stylish Porsche tissue box is perfect for use in the car. 
With its clean design, the chic red decorative seam and the 
embossed Porsche crest, it also looks good.

WAP0500080PTTB 
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2-in-1 bottle stopper
2 in 1: Porsche bottle stopper and wine pourer made from 
aluminium. Airtight stainless steel lid. Design inspired by the 
Drive Mode button. Black/Clear.

WAP0501200PWEI

Wine utensil
Exclusive Porsche wine utensil made of die-cast zinc. 
With corkscrew and foil cutter. Design based on the classic 
shape of the Porsche 911. Silver colour.

WAP0501300PWEI

Bottle opener
Porsche bottle opener made of stainless steel for crown 
caps, with Drive Mode detailing. Black.

WAP05011100PFLO
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Standard Porsche Black Cup
The design by Studio F. A. Porsche with its two recessed 
grooves is based on the shape of a Porsche engine piston. 
The ‘Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen PORSCHE since 1948’ print 
makes it clear at first glance where the Porsche Black Cup 
got its inspiration. With gift packaging. Capacity: approx. 
270ml. Dishwasher-safe. Made in Germany.

WAP0506010NCLC 

Standard Porsche Black Cup Large
The design by Studio F. A. Porsche with its two recessed 
grooves is based on the shape of a Porsche engine piston. 
The ‘Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen PORSCHE since 1948’ print 
makes it clear at first glance where the Porsche Black Cup 
got its inspiration. With gift packaging. Capacity: approx. 
420ml. Dishwasher-safe. Made in Germany.

WAP0506020NCLC 

Collector’s Espresso Cup No. 1, Le Mans 2020 
Porcelain espresso cup no. 1 In the look of the legendary 
livery of the 911 RSR, which competed in the 2020 Le Mans 
24-hour race. The design is an homage to the Porsche 917 
Salzburg’s first overall Le Mans victory in 1970. Design by 
F. A. Porsche Studio. In high-quality gift packaging. 
Climate-neutral production. Dishwasher-safe.

WAP050510PLMC 
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Porsche Crest cup standard 
Small porcelain cup in exclusive design of Porsche, with two 
recessed grooves inspired by a Porsche engine piston. The 
Porsche Crest and the classic gold ring complete the new 
edition of the Crest cup. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. 
With gift packaging. Dishwasher-safe. Made in Germany. 

WAP0506060MSTD 

Porsche Crest espresso duo 
Set consists of two porcelain espresso duo cups with sau-
cers in exclusive design of Porsche, with recessed groove 
inspired by a Porsche engine piston. Design completed with 
the Porsche Crest and classic gold ring. Design by Studio F. 
A. Porsche. With gift packaging. 
Dishwasher-safe. Made in Germany. 

WAP0506080MESP 

Standard Porsche Crest cup large
Large porcelain cup in exclusive design of Porsche, with 
two recessed grooves inspired by a Porsche engine piston. 
Design completed with the Porsche Crest and classic 
gold ring. Design by Studio F. A. Porsche. With gift packag-
ing. Dishwasher-safe. Made in Germany. 

WAP0506070MBIG 
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Boxster rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Boxster model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512020NBOX

Cayman rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Cayman model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512030NCYM

911 rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 911 
model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic design 
enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512010N911
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Taycan rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Taycan model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512040NTAY

Macan rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Macan model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512050NMAC

Cayenne rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Cayenne model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512060NCYN
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Panamera rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 
Panamera model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic 
design enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512080NPAN

718 rollerball
Putting performance on paper: the high-quality Porsche 
rollerball pen with a blue refill. The Porsche logo and the 718 
model name adorn the lid of the pen. Its ergonomic design 
enables even long periods of fatigue-free writing. 
Dark grey metal.

WAP0512070N718

Tec Flex Rollerball Pen
Stylish writing implements from Porsche Design. The highly 
technical braid made of elaborately woven stainless steel 
threads is elastic. Front and end are made of brass and 
refined with a palladium coating. Sealing cap with clip. 
Made in Germany.

WAP3110RB0K202 [silver color],
WAP3110RB0K100 [black]
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Leather mouse pad
Mouse pad in the shape of the Crest with embossed 
‘PORSCHE’ logo. Non-slip underside. Made of leather.

WAP0500020MPAD 

Notebook
Cover in black. 90g/m². Perforated for easy tearing. 
With ballpoint pen and filing system in the front section. 
Dimensions: 15 × 18.8cm. Made in Germany. 

WAP0920050D 

Computer mouse – black
Handy computer mouse. Taillight strip illuminates when 
used. Ergonomically optimised shape. Made of plastic. 
In black.

WAP0508100PCPM
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Lettering magnet set
Elegant magnet set, consisting of 4 detailed historic model lettering designs: 911, Carrera, Turbo and Targa. Metal lettering 
with full-surface magnet on the back. Includes high-quality gift packaging in black.

WAP0502020NSET

Porsche Calendar, 2024
Official Porsche calendar “AHEAD South-West 2024”. 
Created in cooperation with the Stuttgart creative studio 
Orel Communication. 13 high-quality printed and refined 
pictures. Large-format pictures (55.5 cm x 58.5 cm).

WAP0920010RKAL
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Two-piece logo magnet set
Extremely attractive: the high-quality set of two magnets, 
modelled on the original lettering of the Porsche 718 Cayman – 
providing a cool eye-catcher on the fridge. The included gift 
packaging makes the set the ideal gift for all Porsche fans. 

WAP0502060PCAY 

Two-piece logo magnet set
Extremely attractive: the high-quality set of two magnets, 
modelled on the original lettering of the Porsche 718 Boxster – 
providing a cool eye-catcher on the fridge. The included gift 
packaging makes the set the ideal gift for all Porsche fans. 

WAP0502070PBXT 
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Two-piece logo magnet set
Extremely attractive: the high-quality set of two magnets, 
modelled on the original lettering of the Porsche 911 and 
Porsche Speedster – providing a cool eye-catcher on the 
fridge. The included gift packaging makes the set the ideal 
gift for all Porsche fans. 

WAP0502090P911 

Two-piece logo magnet set
Extremely attractive: the high-quality set of two magnets, 
modelled on the original lettering of the Porsche Macan Turbo, 
provide a cool eye-catcher on the fridge. The included gift 
packaging makes the set the ideal gift for all Porsche fans. 

WAP0502080PMAC 



Durability and suppleness. Natural feel and 
exclusive look. High-quality leather has a 
particular fascination for many people, with 
the harmonious joining of apparent opposites. 
The small leather goods from Porsche Lifestyle 
lend the exclusive material a further component: 
personality. 

Thanks to careful workmanship and subtle 
branding, the charismatic leather products 
have the potential to accompany their owners 
for a long time, and to become truly favourite 
pieces – embossed with the ‘PORSCHE’ logo 
or Porsche Crest.

Leather accessories
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Men’s wallet
Wallet made of high-quality cowhide leather with fine metal 
Porsche Crest on the outside. With 12 slots for bank 
and business cards Mesh pocket for identity card 
or driving licence. Large zipped pocket for coins.

WAP0300200NGBH 

Women’s purse
Purse made of high-quality cowhide leather with colorful 
Porsche Crest on the outside. With eight slots for cards. 
Large zipped pocket for coins.

WAP0300210NGBD 

Credit card holder with money clip 
Credit card holder made of high-quality cowhide leather 
with fine metal Porsche Crest on the outside. With 
eight slots for cards and a large slip pocket at the back. 
Including money clip.

WAP0300300NKEG 
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Key pouch 
Key pouch made from cowhide leather with high-quality metal Porsche Crest on the outside. Suitable for all 
Porsche system keys.

WAP0300400NSLT 

Travel brief case
Combi-case made of high-quality cowhide leather with 
subtle metal Porsche Crest on the outside. With seven slots 
for cards and three large pockets for documents, as well as 
a key and pen ring.

WAP0300220NRBT 
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Key pouch
Made of high-end cowhide with embossed Porsche Crest. 
In black. 

WAP0300370K 

Essential Collection unisex reversible belt
Reversible leather belt with pin buckle. Adjustable 
standard length [140cm]. With Porsche logo on the 
buckle. Including gift packaging. Made in Germany. 
Belt: 100% cowhide leather. Buckle: 100% zamac. 
In black/brown. Made in Germany. 

WAP6600090MESS



Functional or elegant? Unusual or suitable for 
everyday use? At Porsche, either/or has never 
been an option. Only when everything functions 
perfectly together and works as an intelligent 
overall concept has an idea earned the 
Porsche Crest.

A claim to which the accessories from 
Porsche Lifestyle are also committed in every 
respect: with exquisite materials, sporty, 
elegant designs, intelligent details and 
uncompromisingly high-quality workmanship. 
Which turns these exclusive accessories 
into everyday items that are anything but 
commonplace.

Accessories
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Brake disc key chain
With a faithful replica of a rotatable Porsche brake disc. 
Compatible with all Porsche vehicle keys. Ø 3.5cm. 
Made in Germany. In black. 

WAP0503800PSAB 

911 logo key ring
Porsche key ring in the shape of the original 911 model 
series logo. Silver colour.

WAP0500360P911 

Key ring – brake disc
Brake disc key ring. With a faithfully reproduced, rotatable 
Porsche brake disc. Suitable for all Porsche vehicle keys. 
Ø 3.5cm. Made in Germany.

WAP0503700PSAB [yellow]
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 Crest key ring
Genuine leather. Suitable for all  Porsche car keys. 
Made in Germany.

WAP0500920E [red],
WAP0500950E [blue],
WAP0500900E [black]

Charging Service Porsche crest key ring
Smart Porsche crest key ring made of real leather with an 
RFID chip for fast, contactless charging of all Porsche mod-
els that can use the Porsche Charging Service.

WAP0503570RCHS

Cam follower key ring – 911 GT3 Collection
Key ring made from an original GT3 cam follower. 
In polished silver color with  Porsche engraving 
on the key ring. 

WAP0500100MGT3 

New
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 Porsche Crest cufflinks
Made of enamelled 925 sterling silver. Partially gold-plated. 
Size: approx. 13 ×18mm.

WAP05014015 

Stickers – Crest
It sticks with you – just like your love of  Porsche: tell the 
world what makes your heart beat faster with a sticker in 
the shape of the  Porsche Crest, which can be used indoors 
and outdoors. 

WAP0130050MCST

 Porsche Crest stick pin
Made of metal. Size: approx. 10.0 × 13.5mm. 
Length: 51.5mm.

WAP104500 
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 Porsche Crest sew-on badge
100% polyester. Size: 53 × 65mm. 

WAP10706714 

 Porsche Crest button
Made of metal. Size: approx. 10 × 13mm. 

WAP10705010 

Snap-on case for iPhone 12 Pro Max
iPhone case in typical MARTINI RACING® look. Volume but-
tons as well as recesses for camera, speaker and microphone.

WAP0300160MSOC [MARTINI RACING®]
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Vehicle pocket umbrella
Extremely lightweight and robust pocket umbrella, ideal 
for storing in the side door compartment of the new 911. 
With highly flexible frame construction and windproof 
system. Length [opened]: approx. 68.5cm, length [closed]: 
approx. 34.5cm. 100% extra-light polyester pongee. 
In black with silver-colored details. 

WAP0500800L 

Car umbrella L
Exceptionally stable design and, despite its size, comfortably 
light. Ergonomically formed handle with special coating and 
has a Porsche Crest on the underside. 100% polyester. 
In black.

WAP0505700L 



The passion for efficient engines, intelligent 
technology and aerodynamic design rarely 
starts with getting your driving licence. More 
often, sports cars have a particular fascination 
for the very young. To bridge the gap to ful-
filling the dream of owning their own Porsche, 
Porsche Lifestyle offers a large selection of 
toys and sporty children’s clothing.

The children’s products, as with all products 
that bear the Porsche Crest, have been manu-
factured according to highest quality standards 
and subjected to meticulous inspections. 
Safety is a top priority after all, both for our 
little and for our bigger racing car drivers.

Children
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Cayenne wooden car with horse trailer
For all young Porsche fans: A Porsche Cayenne wooden car 
with trailer and horse, for twice the horsepower. The high-
quality wooden toy supports the development of motor 
skills and precise gripping. For children aged 3 and over. 
Made in Europe.

WAP0406210RCAY

Children

New

Taycan wooden car
For little Porsche fans and future racing drivers: the wooden 
vehicle in the form of the Porsche Taycan impresses with its 
high-quality workmanship and attention to detail.

WAP0406200PTHA

Wooden car – Taycan in frozen blue 
Wooden toy vehicle. Shape based on the  Porsche  Taycan. 
Length: approx. 12cm. 100% wood. For children 
aged two and above. Fits in the  Porsche race truck. 
In frozen blue/red/black. Made in Europe.

WAP0406100PTHA
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Porsche Vision Gran Turismo
The 1:64 scale Porsche Vision Gran Turismo toy car is a must-
have for every little Porsche fan. Highlights include the robust 
metal body, rubber tyres and the folding driver’s cab. The 
exclusive metal box also makes the toy car the perfect gift.

WAP0230300RMVG 

Knitted steering wheel with rattle – Motorsport
In the style of the original steering wheel in the Porsche Motorsport vehicles. Knitted with embroidered buttons and  
Porsche Crest. Washable at 30°C. 95% cotton, 3% polyester, 2% viscose. Including gift packaging. In black/red.

WAP0409010K 
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Tom Targa mini soft toy 
Small cuddly-toy version of the popular  Porsche mascot,
Tom Targa. With suction cup. Dimensions: approx. 15cm. 

WAP0400070NTOM 

Tom Targa soft toy
Plush figure of the popular  Porsche mascot Tom Targa. 
With dangling legs and removable helmet. Dimensions: 
approx. 30cm. 

WAP0400080MTOM 

XL motorsport bear
Large teddy bear in  Porsche Motorsport racing suit and 
black cap. Height: approx. 80cm. 

WAP0400060M0MS 
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Race truck
For up-and-coming Porsche fans: the wooden race truck; 
consisting of tractor, trailer and 3 racing vehicles. The shape 
of the race cars is based on the classic 911. From 3 years 
and up. Made in Europe.

WAP0400100NRTR 

911 Carrera 4S Coupé pull-back
In Carmine Red. Interior in Black. 
Made of metal. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200280PCCP

Porsche Taycan Turbo S wind-up toy car
The high-quality 1:43 scale Porsche Taycan Turbo S toy car 
with its wind-up function is a fast racer that is an essential 
part of any toy racing team. In exclusive packaging, making 
it the perfect gift for all Porsche fans, big and small.

WAP0400290RTTS

New
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Plush 911 car
Made of high-quality plush. Length: approx. 35cm. 

WAP0400020E 

Lift-out puzzle
High-quality and robust wooden lift-out puzzle in the shape 
of a  Porsche 911. Consisting of a total of 10 puzzle pieces. 
Size: approx. 28 × 12cm. 

WAP0400040MSTP 

Domino set
High-quality domino set, consisting of 28 pieces.
The dominoes show various  Porsche models and the 
 Porsche Crest. Approx. 12 × 6cm. Made of wood. 

WAP0400030NDOM 
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Wooden emergency vehicle set
Three wooden emergency vehicles including garage. 
Garage roof and doors are detachable. Fire engine 
in the shape of the  Porsche  Cayenne. Police car in 
the shape of the 911 Turbo. Ambulance in the shape 
of the  Porsche  Taycan. For children aged 3+ years. 
In natural/silver color/red/blue. Made in Europe.

WAP0400020L0EF 

Way to Play Race Track – Porsche Leipzig
New circuit: the kid’s room. High-quality set consisting 
of 24 flexible street parts made of PVC for designing the 
‘Porsche Leipzig’ race track. Theroads can be built on 
almost any surface. Suitable for inside and outside. Made 
of strong, childproof and flexible PVC. Certified according 
to EN71. Made in Germany. 100% polyvinyl chloride.

WAP0400150NLRT

Ravensburger 2D jigsaw puzzle – Limited Edition
High-quality 1,000-piece Porsche 2D jigsaw puzzle that 
shows the legendary 901 No. 57 next to the 911 GT3 Cup 
on the former Solitude racetrack. Limited to 9,911 pieces. 
For all racing drivers up to the age of 99.

WAP0400060P2DP 
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PLAYMOBIL® play set 911 Carrera 4S – ‘Police’
PLAYMOBIL® play set, consisting of a character and 
a 911 Carrera 4S with removable roof and front, interior 
and rear lighting.

WAP0401110MPMP 

PLAYMOBIL® set – Mission E
Original play set from the concept study Mission E 2.0. 
With charging pedestal and RC steering. Four 1.5V AAA bat-
teries required for light module. Three 1.5V AAA batteries 
required for remote control.

WAP0408010NPME 

LEGO® Speed Champions Porsche 963
LEGO® version of the Porsche 963 with authentic details. 
Includes racing driver mini figure.

WAP0409630PLEG
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PLAYMOBIL® play set – ‘GT3 Cup’
PLAYMOBIL® play set with a 911 GT3 Cup, adorned with the 
silhouette of the  Porsche Crest in the  Porsche Motorsport 
colors.

WAP0408020NPMG 

LEGO® Creator Set 911 Turbo and 911 Targa
Set consisting of 1,458 parts – for the  Porsche 911 Turbo 
and the  Porsche 911 Targa with roll-over bar and removable 
roof. With many moving parts such as steering wheel, 
gear shift, handbrake and seats. Made of 100% plastic. 

WAP0400010NLCS 

LEGO® Technic Formula E® Porsche 99X Electric
LEGO® Technic Formula E® Porsche 99X Electric to build. 
With 422 parts. Equipped with two pullback motors and 
connected to the LEGO® Technic AR app, it is a challenging 
construction project and an AR gaming experience rolled 
into one. For children aged 9 and over.

WAP0400020NLTS
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Baby Porsche with lighting
Control of headlights and taillight strip via an integrated touch switch that turns off automatically after 10 minutes. 
Non-slip security steering wheel with mechanical horn. With extra-wide whisper-quiet tyres. Ergonomically designed soft 
seat [removable]. For children aged between 18 months and 3 years. In Lava Orange. Made in Germany. 

WAP0400050LBBP 

Baby Porsche Basis
Non-slip security steering wheel with mechanical horn. 
With extra-wide whisper-quiet tyres. Ergonomically 
designed soft seat [removable]. Headlights and taillights 
created from 3D synthetic elements. For children aged 
between 18 months and 3 years. In Miami Blue. 
Made in Germany.

WAP0400010M0BP 



The sporty elegance, the unmistakable silhouette,
the athletic look of the wings – these are all 
features that every Porsche has and individually 
interprets for their own character. Features that 
have captivated design lovers and sports car 
enthusiasts alike for 70 years. In every scale. 
The model vehicles from Porsche Lifestyle contain
just as much attention to detail as every Porsche, 
whether they’re meant for the race track, the road 
or the desk. The miniatures are the same as their 
larger counterparts, right down to the wheel rims, 
and capture the charm of the sports car 1 : 1 – in 
the scales 1 :43, 1 : 18 or 1 : 12.

Model cars
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Model car showcase
High-quality model car showcase made of lightfast acrylic glass for ten vehicles in scale 1 : 43. Base has ‘PORSCHE’ logo. 
Dimensions: tower 16cm [L] × 8.5cm [W] × 74cm [H], base plate 26cm [L] × 17cm [W] × 1.3cm [H]. 

WAP02077818 
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Cayman GT4 RS
In Azzurro/Thetys Metallic. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43. 

WAP0200020NGT4

209 Model cars 1 : 43

Cayman GT4 RS
Arctic Grey. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200010NGT4
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Porsche 911 Dakar (992) & Porsche 953 Double Set – Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resine. In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201560PSET

New
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New New New

Porsche 911 Carrera 4 GTS (992) – Limited Edition
In Shark Blue. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200440PGTS

Porsche 911 Carrera GTS (992) – Limited Edition
In Carmine Red. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200450PGTS

Porsche 911 GT1 24 Hours of Le Mans winner 1998 – 
Limited Edition
In White/Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200130PLM1 
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New New New

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) 
In Green. Interior in Black. Made of DieCast. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200010PDKF

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye 1978 Design – 
Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of DieCast. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200030PDKM

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye Design Paket – 
Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of DieCast. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200020PDKR
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New New

Porsche 911 RSR #92 24h Le Mans 2022 – 
Limited Edition
In Grey/White/Red. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0209020RLEM

Porsche 911 GT2 RS Clubsport 25 – 
Limited Edition 
In Grey/Yellow. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201510PGT2

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye 1974 Design – 
Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of DieCast. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200040PDKK
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Porsche 911 RSR #91 24h Le Mans 2022 – 
Limited Edition
IIn White/Grey/Red. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0209010RLEM

Porsche 911 Carrera RSR 3.8 (964) „Mirage“
In Silver/Blue. Interior in Black. Made of DieCast. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201840R964

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Racing Yellow. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P008
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Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Azzurro Thetys. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P007

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Signalyellow. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P005

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In GT Silver Metallic. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P006 
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Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Ice Grey Metallic/Indigo Blue. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P002

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In White/Green. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P003

Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Red. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P004
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Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992)
In Ice Grey Metallic/Pyro Red. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. In practical gift packaging. 
Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201530P001

Porsche 911 Turbo S (992) – Limited Edition
In Platinum Silver/Jet Grey Metallic. 
Interior in Black/Crayon. Made of DieCast. 
Including gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0209130NTSE 

Porsche 911 Carrera GTS (992) – 30 Years Porsche 
Thailand – Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201010RGTS
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Porsche 911 Sport Classic (992)
In Sport Grey Metallic. Interior in Black/Cognac. 
Made of DieCast. Including gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200100PSCG 

Porsche 911 Turbo
In Bahamayellow. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201600PTRB

Porsche 911 Turbo
In Ultraviolet. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201610PTRB 
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911 Carrera RS 2.7
In Green. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201150PRS2

911 Carrera RS 2.7
In Black. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0201160PRS2

911 Carrera 4S 992
In Avent Green. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200300PC4S
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911 Carrera S Cabriolet
In Crayon/Black. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200310PCSC

911 Carrera GTS Cabriolet
In Carmine Red/Black. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200320PCGC
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Macan S III
In Papaya Metallic. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0206150NMAC
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Taycan GTS
In Stone Grey. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0207790PTCS

Taycan GTS
In Carmine Red. Interior in Black. 
Made of DieCast. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200330PTAC
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Vision Gran Turismo Spyder 
In Pastelblue. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0200150NSAF 

Porsche Mission R – Limited Edition
In White/Red. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 43.

WAP0208020P0MR

New

Other 
vehicles



718 Boxster S: Fuel consumption combined:  
10.4–9.6 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined:  
235–218 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023
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New

Porsche 718 Cayman GT4 RS (982) – Limited Edition
In Arctic Grey. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0214010PGT1
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Porsche 911 RSR #91 24 Hours of Le Mans 2022 – 
Limited Edition 
In White/Red. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0219010RLEM 

New New

Porsche 911 GT1’98 24Hours of Le Mans winner 
1998 – Limited Edition 
In White/Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210120PLM3
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New New New

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye 1978 Design – 
Limited Edition
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210030PDKM 

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye 1974 Design – 
Limited Edition 
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210040PDKK 

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Limited Edition 
In Shade Green. Interior in Black. Made of resine. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210020PDKR 
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New New New

Porsche 911 GT3 (992) Sonderwunsch – 
Limited Edition 
In Yellow/White/Black. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0212710PBRL

Porsche 911 Dakar (992) – Rallye Design Paket 
(with roof superstructures) – Limited Edition 
In Multicolour. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210010PDKF

Porsche 911 GT2 RS Club Sport 25 
In in Grey/Yellow. Interior in Black. Made of resin. 
In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0211510PGT2
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Porsche 911 GT3 RS (992) – Limited Edition
In Ice Grey Metallic/Pyro Red. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. In practical gift packaging. 
Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0211540P001

Porsche 911 Sport Classic (992) – Limited Edition
In Gentian Blue Metallic. Interior in Black/Cognac. 
Made of resin. Including gift packaging. 
Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0210100PSCB 
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Taycan 4S Cross Turismo
In Ice Grey Metallic. 
Interior in Basalt Black. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 18. 

WAP0217840M004 

Taycan Turbo S Cross Turismo
In Mamba Green Metallic. 
Interior in Basalt Black/Meranti Brown. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0217830M001 
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Other 
vehicles Porsche Mission R

In Exterior in White/Red. Interior in Black.  
Made of resin. In practical gift packaging. Scale 1 : 18.

WAP0218020P0MR

New
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New New

Porsche 911 Targa 4S Heritage Design Edition 
(992) – Limited Edition 
In Cherry Metallic. Interior in Atacama/Bordeaux.
Made of resin. Limited to 200 pieces. Scale 1 : 12.

WAP0239210RTRG 

Porsche 911 GT2 RS Clubsport 25 
In Grey/Yellow. Interior in Black.. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 12.

WAP0231510PGT2
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Porsche 911 GT3 
In GT Silver Metallic. Interior in Black. 
Made of resin. Scale 1 : 12.

WAP0231510M002
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Other 
vehicles

New

Porsche Mission R – Limited Edition
In White/Red. Interior in Black. Made of resin.
Limited to 222 pieces. Scale 1 : 12.

WAP0238020P0MR 
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Men/Unisex XS S M L XL XXL 3XL

Germany 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58 60–62 64–66

France 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58 60–62 64–66

Italy 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58 60–62 64–66

Russia 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58 60–62 64–66

United Kingdom 32–34 36–38 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58

USA 34 36 38–40 42–44 46–48 50 52

China – upper clothing 
[height/chest]

175/80A–
175/84A

175/88A–
180/92A

180/96A–
180/100A

180/104B–
180/108B

185/112B–
185/116B

185/120B–
185/124B

185/128B–
190/132B

China – lower clothing 
[height/waist]

175/66A–
175/70A

175/74A–
180/78A

180/84A–
180/88A

180/94B–
180/98B

185/102B–
185/108B

185/112B–
185/116B

185/120B–
190/124B

A Chest size 84.0cm
33˝

88.0–92.0cm
34 1/2–36 1/4˝

96.0–100.0cm
37 3/4–39 1/2˝

104.0–108.0cm
41–42 1/2˝

112.0–116.0cm
44–45 3/4˝

120.0–124.0cm
47 1/4–48 3/4˝

128.0–132.0cm
50 1/2–52˝

B Waist size 70.0cm
27 1/2˝

74.0–78.0cm
29–30 3/4˝

83.0–88.0cm
32 3/4–34 1/2˝

93.0–98.0cm
36 1/2–38 1/2˝

102.0–107.0cm
40 1/4–42˝

111.0–116.0cm
43 3/4–45 3/4˝

120.0–124.0cm
47 1/4–48 3/4˝

C Hip size 90.0cm
35 1/2˝

93.0–96.0cm
36 1/2–37 3/4˝

99.0–102.0cm
39–40 1/4˝

105.0–108.0cm
41 1/4–42 1/2˝

111.0–114.0cm
43 3/4–45˝

117.0–120.0cm
46–47 1/4˝

123.0–126.0cm
48 1/2–49 1/2˝

D Inside leg length 81.0cm
32˝

81.5–82.0cm
32–32 1/4˝

82.5–83.0cm
32 1/2–32 3/4˝

83.5–84.0cm
33˝

84.5–85.0cm
33 1/4–33 1/2˝

85.5–86.0cm
33 3/4–34˝

86.5–87.0cm
34–34 1/4˝

The clothing sizes are part of the WAP number. Example: men’s polo shirt. WAP75000S–3XL0B 
The men’s polo shirt is available in all sizes from S to 3XL [S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL]. 
Size guidance: the male model is approx. 1.85m tall and wears size M.

Standard clothing sizes
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Women XS S M L XL XXL

Germany 32–34 36–38 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54

France 34–36 38–40 42–44 46–48 50–52 54–56

Italy 36–38 40–42 44–46 48–50 52–54 56–58

Russia 38–40 42–44 46–48 50–52 54–56 58–60

United Kingdom 6–8 10–12 14–16 18–20 22–24 26–28

USA 00–0 2–4 6–8 10–12 14–16 18–20

China – upper clothing 
[height/chest]

165/76A–
165/80A

165/84A–
170/88A

170/92A–
170/96A

170/100A–
170/104B

170/108B–
170/116B

175/120B–
175/128B

China – lower clothing 
[height/waist]

165/62A–
165/66A

165/70A–
170/72A

170/76A–
170/80A

170/84A–1
70/92B

170/96B–
170/104B

175/108B–
175/116B

A Chest size 76.0–80.0cm
30–31 1/2˝

84.0–88.0cm
33–34 1/2˝

92.0–96.0cm
36 1/4–37 3/4˝

100.0–104.0cm
39 1/2–41˝

110.0–116.0cm
43 1/4–45 3/4˝

122.0–128.0cm
48–50 1/2˝

B Waist size 63.0–66.0cm
24 3/4–26˝

69.0–72.0cm
27 1/4–28 1/4˝

76.0–80.0cm
30–31 1/2˝

85.0–90.0cm
33 1/2–35 1/2˝

96.5–103.0cm
38–40 1/2˝

109.5–116.0cm
43–45 3/4˝

C Hip size 85.0–89.0cm
33 1/2–35˝

93.0–97.0cm 
36 1/2–38 1/4˝

100.0–103.0cm 
39 1/2–40 1/2˝

106.0–109.0cm 
41 3/4–43˝

114.0–119.0cm 
45–47˝

124.0–130.0cm
48 3/4–51 1/4˝

D Inside leg length 78.2cm
30 3/4˝

78.1–78.2cm
30 3/4˝

77.9–78cm 
30 3/4˝

77.7–77.8cm 
30 1/2˝

77.3–77.5cm 
30 1/2˝

76.9–77.1cm
30 1/4–30 1/2˝

The clothing sizes are part of the WAP number. Example: women’s polo shirt. WAP7450XS–XXL0B 
The women’s polo shirt is available in all sizes from XS to XXL [XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL].
Size guidance: the female model is approx. 1.75m tall and wears size S.

Standard clothing sizes
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Babies

Sizes 44–50 50–56 56–62 62–68 68–74 74–80 80–86 86–92

Approximate age 0–1 months 1–2 months 2–3 months 3–6 months 6–9 months 9–12 months 12–18 months 18–24 months

Height 44–50cm
17–20˝

50–56cm
20–22˝

56–62cm
22–24˝

62–68cm
24–27˝

68–74cm
27–29˝

74–80cm
29–31˝

80–86cm
31–34˝

86–92cm
34–36˝

Weight 2–4kg
4–8lb

3–5kg
7–11lb

4–7kg
9–15lb

6–9kg
13–20lb

6–12kg
13–26lb

7–13kg
15–29lb

8–15kg
18–33lb

10–17kg
22–37lb

Children

Sizes 98/104 110/116 122/128 134/140 146/152 158/164

Approximate age 3–4 5–6 6–7 8–10 10–12 14–16

A Chest size 56.0–58.0cm
22–22 3/4˝

59.0–61.0cm
23 1/4–24˝

63.0–65.0cm
24 3/4–25 1/2˝

67.0–70.0cm
26 1/2–27 1/2˝

73.0–77.0cm
28 3/4–30 1/4˝

81.0–85.0cm
32–33 1/2˝

B Waist size 51.0–52.0cm
20–20 1/2˝

53.0–54.0cm
21–21 1/4˝

56.0–58.0cm
22–22 3/4˝

60.0–62.0cm
23 1/2–24 1/2˝

65.0–68.0cm
25 1/2–26 3/4˝

71.0–74.0cm
28–29˝

C Hip size 58.0–60.0cm
22 3/4–23 1/2˝

62.0–65.0cm
24 1/2–25 1/2

67.0–70.0cm
26 1/2–27 1/2˝

73.0–76.0cm
28 3/4–30˝

80.0–84.0cm
31 1/2–33˝

88.0–92.0cm
34 1/2–36 1/4˝

D Height 98–104cm
38 1/2–41˝

110–116cm
43 1/4–45 3/4˝

122–128cm
48–50 1/4˝

134–140cm
52 3/4–55˝

146–152cm
57 1/2–59 3/4˝

158–164cm
62 1/4–64 1/2˝

The available clothing sizes are included in the WAP number. Example: children’s polo shirt. WAP 675 098-158 0H 
The children’s polo shirt is available in all sizes from 98 to 158. [98/104, 110/116, 122/128, 134/140, 146/152, 158/164].

Standard clothing sizes
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2 × M1 × M

2 × M

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

718 Boxster and 718 Cayman Models: Fuel consumption combined: 13.2–8.9 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 299–201 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023 

1 × XL

Luggage combinations, 718 Boxster Models*

or

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the front:PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:

Luggage combinations, 718 Cayman Models*

1 × XLor2 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the front:PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:
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1 × XLor2 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the front:

Luggage combinations, 911 Carrera Cabriolet Models*

Luggage combinations, 911 Carrera Coupé Models*
PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the front:

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

911 Carrera Models: Fuel consumption combined: 11.4–10.1 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 259–229 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023 

1 × XLor2 × M
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*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

911 Turbo Models: Fuel consumption combined: 12.5–12.0 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 284–271 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023 

Luggage combinations, 911 Turbo Models*
PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the front:

1 × XLor2 × M
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1 × XL
1 × XXL

or2 × M
1 × XXL

or2 × M
1 × XL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:

Luggage combinations, Panamera Models with pulled-out retractable rear luggage compartment cover*

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

Panamera Models (combustion engine): Fuel consumption combined: 13.2–10.2 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 299–232 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023

Luggage combinations, Panamera Models with hat shelf*

2 × M
1 × XXL

or2 × M
1 × XL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:
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*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

Panamera Models (combustion engine): Fuel consumption combined: 13.2–10.2 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 299–232 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023

1 × M 
1 × XL
1 × XXL

or2 × M
2 × XXL

or1 × M
2 × XXL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:

Luggage combinations, Panamera Models without rear luggage compartment cover and hat shelf*
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*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

  Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Models: Fuel consumption combined: 2.6–2.0 l/100 km (WLTP, weighted); CO₂ emissions combined: 59–45 g/km (WLTP, weighted); 
electricity consumption combined: 24.6–22.6 kWh/100 km (WLTP, weighted); all-electric range in accordance with WLTP in km: 48–56 (EAER) · 50–56 (EAER City); Status 10/2023 

1 × M
1 × XL
1 × XXL

or2 × M
1 × XXL

or2 × M
2 × XXL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:

Volume variants of the Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Models without luggage compartment roller and with charging cable 
pocket*

Luggage combinations, Panamera 4 E-Hybrid Models with pulled-out retractable rear luggage compartment cover 
and pocket for charging cable*

3 × M
1 × XXL

or2 × M
1 × XXL

or3 × M
1 × XL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:
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*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

Panamera Sport Turismo Models: Fuel consumption combined: 13.3–10.6 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 302–241 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023
Panamera Sport Turismo E-Hybrid Models: Fuel consumption combined: 3,0–2,1 l/100 km (WLTP, weighted); CO₂ emissions combined: 69–49 g/km (WLTP, weighted); 
electricity consumption combined: 24,9–23,1 kWh/100 km (WLTP, weighted); all-electric range in accordance with WLTP in km: 45–54 (EAER) · 49–55 (EAER City); Status 10/2023

1 × M
1 × XL
1 × XXL

or2 × M
2 × XXL

or2 × XXLor2 × XLor4 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, rear luggage compartment:

Luggage combinations, Panamera Sport Turismo Models with pulled-out retractable rear luggage compartment cover*

Luggage combinations, Panamera Sport Turismo Models without rear luggage compartment cover*

1 × M
1 × XL
2 × XXL

or1 × M
3 × XXL

or3 × XXLor2 × M
2 × XL

or6 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition, luggage compartment rear:
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1 × M
2 × XL
1 × XXL

or3 × M
2 × XXL

or3 × XXLor3 × XLor5 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:

Luggage combinations, Macan Models*

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

  Macan Models: Fuel consumption combined: 11.7–10.1 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 265–228 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023
Cayenne SUV Models (combustion engine): Fuel consumption combined: 13.4–10.8 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 303–246 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023 

1 × M
1 × XL
1 × XXL

or2 × M
2 × XXL

or2 × XL
1 × XXL

or5 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:

Luggage combinations, Cayenne Models*
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2 × M
1 × XL
1 × XXL

2 × M
1 × XL
1 × XXL

or

or

2 × XXLor2 × M
2 × XL

or1 × M
2 × XL

or5 × M

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:

Luggage combinations, Cayenne Models with pulled-out retractable rear luggage compartment cover*

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

  Cayenne SUV Models (combustion engine): Fuel consumption combined: 13.4–10.8 l/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 303–246 g/km (WLTP); Status 10/2023 
Cayenne E-Hybrid Models: Fuel consumption combined: 1.8–1.5 l/100 km (WLTP, weighted); CO₂ emissions combined: 42–33 g/km (WLTP, weighted); 
electricity consumption combined: 30.8–28.6 kWh/100 km (WLTP, weighted); all-electric range in accordance with WLTP in km: 66–74 (EAER) · 77–90 (EAER City); Status 10/2023

1 × M
3 × XXL

or2 × M
2 × XXL

or3 × XXLor3 × M
2 × XL

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition luggage, possible combinations for the rear:

Luggage combinations, Cayenne Models without rear luggage compartment cover*



248 Luggage combinations

1 × XL 
4 × M 

6 × M 2 × M 
2 × XL

PTS Multiwheel® Ultralight Edition, possible combinations for the rear: 

Volume options, Taycan Models*

*Sample loading options, other combinations are possible. 
The loading options shown refer to standard vehicles with standard specification in the German market. These may vary in the case of optional equipment or right-hand drive vehicles.

Taycan Models: electricity consumption combined: 24.8–19.6 kWh/100 km (WLTP); CO₂ emissions combined: 0 g/km (WLTP); 
all-electric range in km: 358–512 (WLTP); 433–630 (WLTP urban); Status 10/2023 

oror
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